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Abstract

The goal of this PhD has been to model, design and characterize a 10Gbps serial
interface suitable for automotive Electronic Control Units (ECU). The work has
been carried out in collaboration with Infineon Technology.

High speed serial interfaces are a hot topic both in the academic and indus-
trial world. Due to the stringent safety requirements and the extremely harsh
environment in which the link must be able to correctly operate, the automo-
tive sector lags some years behind the consumer market. Thus, the main goal
of this work is to bridge the gap between the consumer electronic and the au-
tomotive electronic unit world, understanding which techniques are suitable
for our working conditions among the ones that are already well established
in the academic world and translating and improving these solutions to pos-
sibly make them more stable and less power consuming. This goal implies a
deep understanding of a serial link both at system and transistor level, and the
development of this thesis will follow this idea.

The first part of this work is dedicated to the transmitter: we will start from
a system level analysis, creating a methodology to assess the equalization ca-
pability that has to be foreseen at transmitter side when dealing when channels
typical of the automotive environment. The description of the transistor level
design will follow, motivating design choices and supporting them with sim-
ulation results and comparison with the state of the art presented in literature.
To conclude this first part of the work, measurements of the described trans-
mitter will be presented and discussed.

The second part of the thesis is mainly focused on the receiver. As for the
transmitter, we will start with a system level analysis, aimed at understanding
the different equalization schemes proposed in the literature. With the help of a
Simulink model, an architecture will be proposed. The transistor level analysis
of the aforementioned architecture will follow and will be supported by tran-
sistor level simulations of the receiver alone and of the complete transceiver,
along with the digital control part.

Finally, an experimental characterization of the full link will be presented,
analyzing its performances with measurements performed in the design center
of Infineon Technologies, Villach (A).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why do we need faster High Speed Serial Inter-

faces?

Over the last decades, the innovation in semiconductor technology has been
driven by Moore’s Law, which states that the number of transistor in an inte-
grated circuit doubles roughly every two year. A direct consequence of Moore’s
law is the continuous shrinkage of the feature size of the electronic devices
and therefore a higher cut-off frequency for the devices themselves, which in
turn enables a higher operation frequency for the integrated circuits and lower
power consumption for each logic function to be performed. A natural conse-
quence of all these points is an increased number of functionalities packed into
a single processing unit and thus an increased amount of data to be stored and
exchanged inside a single chip or among different chips.

There are two possible ways to achieve higher chip communication band-
width: increase the number of serial interfaces or increase the transmission rate
of the single interface. Increasing the number of I/O pins is in most cases not a
viable options, both for padring space and cost (increasing the number of I/O
pins means increasing the number of traces on the package and on the board,
thus more metal and material to be placed on chip) reasons. In conclusion,
increasing the data transmission rate of a single channel is a must for chip-to-
chip communication, even if doing so is complicated. In fact, aside from the
technological improvement of the devices, the bandwidth of the transmission
channel is an intrinsic limit that has to be overcome, possibly containing at the
same time the power budget of the link.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Evolution over the years

Over the past years, the need for exchanging data has led to the pervasive
presence of high speed serial interfaces (HSSI) in many application fields [1],
for instance:

• Telecommunication networks, e.g. IEEE Ethernet Standards [2]- [3]

• Computing units with wire-lined I/Os, e.g. Peripheral Component In-
terconnect Express (PCIe) [4], Hypertransport [5], or inserted in wireless
networks, linking the radio equipment control and the radio equipment
in wireless base stations, e.g. Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [6]

• Interfaces inside optical networks, e.g. Interlaken [7] and OIF-CEI [8]

• Chip-to-chip and board-to-board links

• Storage Applications, e.g. Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) [9]

• High-performance embedded processing, e.g.Serial Rapid IO (SRIO) [10]

The variety of fields in which high speed serial links are nowadays used
had brought to the adoption of many standards [11], sometimes conflicting be-
tween each other. In order to compare different standards, common definitions
both for channel specifications and signal parameters [12]- [13] have been cre-
ated. The speed of serial links in these fields reflects their different stages of
maturity reached, as depicted in Fig. 1.1. The common trait is that the com-
munication speed keeps increasing for all different applications, lagging some
years behind state-of-the-art academic publications (see Fig. 1.2). Along with
the increase in speed, there has been a corresponding improvement in power
efficiency as shown in Fig. 1.3, even though channel limitations have become
more and more severe going towards higher transmission rates.
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Figure 1.1: Trend in emerging I/O standards, showing data rates doubling
every four years [14]. QPI: QuickPath Interconnect; PCIe: Peripheral Compo-
nent Interconnect Express; S-ATA: Serial AT Attachment; SAS: Serial Attached
Small Computer System Interface; OIF/CEI: Optical Internetworking Forum/-
Common Electrical I/O; PON: passive optical network; DDR: double data rate
memory; GDDR: graphics double data rate memory.
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Figure 1.2: Trends in digital I/O publications at the International Solid-State
Circuits Conference for different technology nodes, showing a clear move to-
ward high I/O data rates in more advanced CMOS technologies over time.
Elaboration from a figure present in [14].
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Figure 1.3: Serial Link Power Efficiency versus time both for hybrid BiC-
MOS/CMOS and CMOS technologies [15].
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1.3 Architecture of a Serial Link: Main Problems

and Proposed Solutions

Fig.1.4 shows the general structure of a serial interface [16], including transmit-
ter, channel and receiver. The first block we encounter is the serializer, which
takes the parallel data from the digital side and outputs them serially to the
driver. The driver generates an output voltage swing on the channel while at
the same time having an output impedance matched to the channel to avoid
reflections. The timing of the serializer and the driver itself is obtained via a
clock reference and a Phase Locked Loop (PLL), which takes the low frequency
of the crystal and multiplies it accordingly to the data rate frequency and to the
one needed by the digital (normally, ten to one hundred times smaller than the
data rate). After the channel, at the input of the receiver there is a slicer, which
samples the actual received voltage value and compares it with a threshold to
decide whether it is a ’1’ or a ’0’. After this, the data is regenerated to CMOS
values and is passed to the deserializer, which takes as an input the serial data
stream and outputs parallel data to the digital post-processing. The sampling
position of the slicer is fixed via a Timing Recovery Circuit, which aligns the
clock with the incoming data stream so to have it positioned where it’s easier
to correctly distinguish between a ’1’ and a ’0’ value. In the following, all three
main blocks composing a transceiver, transmitter, channel and receiver, will be
analyzed in detail.

Figure 1.4: General Architecture of a high speed serial interface, including
transmitter, channel and receiver [16].

1.3.1 Structure of the Transmitter

The general structure of a transmitter is reported in Fig. 1.5. Before trans-
mitting the data as voltage levels via the driver, some digital preprocessing is
usually performed by encoding the data, procedure that solves the problem of
having a transmitter and a receiver block working on different DC levels [14].
In fact, this problem has to be faced every time two chips are communicating
between each other, especially when they are fabricated in different technolo-
gies. The easiest solution to this problem is AC coupling, shown in Fig. 1.6.
Anyway, using this structure, the ac coupling capacitance CC and the receiver
input termination resistance RT form a high-pass filter, which in turn gives a
slow loss of low-frequency components in the signal traveling along the chan-
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nel. This loss results in a slowly drifting signal on the line whenever a long
series of consecutive identical bits are to be transmitted: this issue is called
baseline wander. This problem can be tackled in various manners: the easiest
one is to use a very large AC capacitance so to have a very low cut-off frequency
for the high-pass filter. Since this solution alone theoretically does not solve the
problem, what can be done is to encode the data so to avoid the presence of ex-
tremely long sequences of identical bits, e.g. with the "8b10b encoding" [17].
This famous encoding scheme assures that no more than five identical bits in a
row will be transmitted, but doing so it introduces a significant 25% overhead.
Going towards higher data rates, more relaxed coding schemes introducing
less overhead are now being used in many standards(e.g., 64b66b encoding in
10 Gigabit Ethernet [2]).

Figure 1.5: Typical structure of a high speed transmitter [18], including both
digital preprocessing, analog transmission of the data and clocking concept.

Figure 1.6: To simplify the communication between two chips ac coupling is
common, introducing a baseline wander in the received waveform [14].

Three are the main characteristics of the driver, which is the piece of the
transmitter which outputs the analog levels on the channel: its mode (voltage
or current, as we will discuss in extent in Chapter 2), its output swing and its
output impedance. As previously said, it is of paramount importance to match
the output impedance of the transmitter, especially going towards higher data
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rates. At these frequencies, the wavelength of the transmitted signal is compa-
rable with the physical length of a chip-to-chip communication link, therefore
it is common practice to design the transmitter to match 50Ω, which is the typ-
ical channel impedance for most serial links applications. Thus, given the fact
that the output impedance to be matched is fixed, there is a strong interest in
reducing the transmitter output signal swing in order to cut down the power

dissipation on the termination resistance itself, given by V2

R , where V is the
voltage swing and R is the termination impedance. This has led to the devel-
opment of various transmission standards based on Low Voltage Differential
Signaling (LVDS), meaning by this that signals having low swing are traveling
on the line.

1.3.2 Clocking Schemes

The clocking circuitry is an important part of a serial link, which varies de-
pending on the adopted clocking strategy. Based on this, we can distinguish
among four different classes of interfaces [14]:

• Synchronous, in which the clocks at the transmitter and at the receiver
have exactly same frequency and same phase with respect to the data.
This solution is almost never used at high data rates, as the wavelength
at Nyquist frequency is comparable to the physical distance to go;

• Mesochronous, in which transmitter and receiver clock have exactly the
same frequency, but different phase with respect to the data;

• Plesiochronous, in which transmitter and receiver clocks have almost the
same frequency, but not precisely, and different phases with respect to
the data;

• Asynchronous, where there is no relation whatsoever between the trans-
mitter and the receiver clock. In links adopting this solution, normally
the receiver does not even know about transmission rate.

A common solution to relax the clocking circuitry, whatever the adopted
clocking scheme is, is to use so-called half-rate architectures for transmitter
and/or receiver. In half-rate architectures, the data are processed at a frequency
which is the half of the data rate, but they are usually transmitted/received at
full-rate, meaning that they travel along the transmission line at full-rate. Us-
ing parts of the transceiver at half of the speed means that also a half-rate clock
has to be generated, which is less critical to manage than a full-rate one. This
is done in order to relax the timing of some critical blocks in the circuit (e.g.,
flip-flops) that would be otherwise difficult to design for full-rate frequency.
Using half-rates architectures has also the big advantage to lower the power
consumption, since all the clocking distribution circuitry operates at half fre-
quency. In the next chapters we will dive more into this concept, both for trans-
mitter and receiver architectures.
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1.3.2.1 Clock and Data Recovery

It is easily understandable that, whatever the clocking scheme we are using
is, at high frequencies the relation between data and clock at the transmitter
side gets lost in the transmission, and it must be reconstructed at the receiver
side. In fact, if the correct data-clock phase relation is not recreated, then it
could happen that at the first sampling stage in the receiver wrong data are
sampled, even though correct data have been transmitted, just because the
sampling time is not the correct one. The circuit that takes care of aligning
data and clock is the Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) [19], or as it is sometimes
called Timing Recovery as in Fig. 1.4.

Since the job of the CDR is to align two phases, then a Phase Detector must
always be present in it. As a particular study-case, we will now analyze the
Alexander Phase Detector, one of the most commonly used Phase Detectors in
High-Speed Interfaces. In order to extract phase informations, a transition in
the data is needed: only when a transition occurs, the Phase Detector can take
a decision (Fig. 1.7).

Figure 1.7: Generic scheme of a Phase Detector with Data Activity Detection.

The easiest and most common way to implement a Data Activity Detector
is shown in Fig. 1.8: the data are fed into a sampler chain and two consecutive
bits are sampled (act[n− 1] and act[n]); if the two are different, than a transition
has occurred and the enable signal goes high.

Once the direction decision block has been enabled, the edge sample enters
in the picture. All possible cases when the enable signal is high are reported
in Fig. 1.9: dir[n] is the edge sample, which is sampled at the falling edge of
the clock, thus in anti-phase with the data. If the data transition occurs after
the clock falling edge, then it means that the data have been sampled too early,
therefore the decision will be to delay the next sampling point (updw = +1). If
the data transition occurs before the clock falling edge, then it means that the
data have been sampled too late, therefore the decision will be to anticipate the
next sampling point (updw = −1).

The most straightforward way to implement the Direction Decision and
to integrate it with the Data Transition Detection is shown in Fig. 1.10. The
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Figure 1.8: Architecture of a data activity detector as implemented in an
Alexander Phase Detector with full-rate clock.

Figure 1.9: All possible cases of direction decisions when a data transition has
been detected in an Alexander Phase Detector with full-rate clock.
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sampler that works on the rising edge of the clock in the direction decision is
necessary to make sure that the output dir[n] is the sample of data associated
with the falling edge of clock that occurred before the n-th rising edge of clock.

Figure 1.10: Block scheme of an Alexander Phase Detector, including both Data
Activity Detection and Direction Decision circuitry.

The Alexander Phase Detector is a so-called Bang− Bang phase detector, by
this meaning that it will take a direction decision every time it recognizes that a
data transition has occurred. In a Bang-Bang phase detector, a stable operating
point is when the system is in a limit cycle at the highest possible frequency,
so when the Bang-Bang output (updw[n] in Fig. 1.10) swaps between -1 and 1
every clock cycle. In a CDR, the above limit cycle can thus occur only when
the sampled data, act[n], swaps between 0 and 1 every clock cycle, hence the
loop can correct for a phase error every clock cycle and the edge sample, dir[n],
swaps between the value of sct[n] and act[n − 1] every clock cycle.

Three are the most common solutions used in high speed links to embed the
CDR in the transceiver: oscillator-based recovery, phase interpolator-based recovery
and forwarded clock architecture [20].
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1.3.2.2 Oscillator-Based Recovery

Fig.1.11 shows the scheme of a serial link with controlled oscillator(CO)-based
clock recovery circuitry. This architecture falls under the asynchronous class, as
the clock is generated thanks to a crystal reference and a PLL at the transmitter
and then used for the data transmission timing. After the transmission, at the
receiver side the Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) circuit reconstructs the clock
from the timing of the received data by means of controlling a VCO (Voltage
CO), both in frequency and phase, so to align the sampling clock with the data
stream.

Figure 1.11: Scheme of a serial link with controlled oscillator-based clock re-
covery circuitry [20].

1.3.2.3 Phase Interpolator-Based Recovery

Fig.1.12 shows the architecture of a serial link with CDR based on phase in-
terpolator. In this circuit, two clocks with nominally identical frequencies are
generated at the transmitter and at the receiver thanks to two crystal refer-
ences, which might differ inside the boundaries defined by their quality speci-
fications, expressed in Parts Per Million (PPM). This means that this circuit falls
under the category of plesiochronous systems. The CDR circuit at the receiver
aligns the phase of the clock locally generated via a crystal and a PLL with the
incoming data stream so to set an optimal sampling point. There are two main
ways to do this, with a Delay Locked Loop (DLL) and with a clock divider and
a Phase Interpolator (PI).

The DLL is an inverter chain that generates different delays with a sepa-
ration step defined by the number of inverters inserted in the chain. If the
separation step is fine enough, then one of the phases extracted from the DLL
can be directly used to be the sampling clock.

In the second solution, the clock coming out from the PLL enters a clock
divider, that outputs a clock with four different phases (0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦,
the so-called I-Q phases). These four phases then enter a PI, that works as a
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weighted summer between two of the four input phases [21]-[22], so that the
clock at its output will have a phase somewhere in between these two.

This is done by means of a Delay Locked Loop (DLL) and a Phase Interpo-
lator (PI). The DLL is an inverter chain that generates different delays with a
separation step defined by the number of inverters inserted in the chain. Usu-
ally, four quadrature phases are extracted from the DLL, and then the PI in-
terpolates among these four to obtain the correct phase to be applied to the
clock.

Figure 1.12: Scheme of a serial link with phase interpolator-based clock recov-
ery circuitry [20].

1.3.2.4 Forwarded Clock Architecture

Fig.1.13 shows the scheme of a serial link with forwarded clock. In all previ-
ously analyzed schemes, the data was the only information transmitted to the
receiver, whereas in this case both data and clock are sent over the channel.
The clock is generated at the transmitter thanks to a crystal reference and a
PLL, then sent with a different driver to the receiver along with the data. At
the receiver side, the CDR then aligns the phase of the local clock with the
incoming data stream, but with respect to the system described in Fig. 1.12
the difference is that the local clock is not generated by a crystal and a PLL,
but it’s the forwarded one. This circuit falls under the mesochronous systems
category, but it’s extremely impractical to be used at high data rates mostly be-
cause matched clock and data latency is not achievable. This in turn brings to
a degradation of the CDR bandwidth, the highest jitter frequency the CDR can
track. Moreover, using a different driver to transmit the clock requires more
area and power, making this approach not so appealing.
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Figure 1.13: Scheme of a serial link with forwarded clock architecture [20].
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1.3.3 Noise and Interference Sources in Serial Links

Fig.1.14 shows the cross-section of a complete backplane link and all elements
that can bring interference and noise into the system. We have already intro-
duced the bandwidth limitations given by the channel characteristics, but there
is much more than that. A first rough distinction can be made dividing all dis-
turbances into noise and dispersion characteristic of the link.

Figure 1.14: The cross-section of a complete backplane link, in which all ele-
ments of possible disturbances (reflections, crosstalk and dispersions) are high-
lighted [16].

1.3.3.1 Noise Disturbances

Noise sources can be roughly divided in two main category, crosstalk and ran-
dom signal fluctuations. Crosstalk is a mechanism of coupling between two neigh-
boring lines that can occur both via capacitance and mutual inductance, as can
be seen in Fig. 1.15. In crosstalk two parts can always be identified, an aggres-
sor and a victim. Depending on the position of these two, we refer to Far-End
Crosstalk (FEXT) or Near-End Crosstalk (NEXT). The latter is the most danger-
ous one, because the aggressor is on the same chip as the victim and near to
it, therefore it is a direct coupling mechanism. In FEXT, the energy of the ag-
gressor travels along the channel and then couples at the receiver’s side with
the victim, being therefore already attenuated by the medium. Random signal
fluctuations is always present in the system due to thermal and shot noise of
active and passive devices and results in timing deviations of the signals, caus-
ing crossing edges to be anticipated or postponed. These deviations fall under
the definition of jitter, which we will often talk about in the following.

1.3.3.2 Dispersion of the Transmission Medium

In this subsection we will analyze the dispersion and loss mechanisms inherent
to the transmission medium, namely skin effect, dielectric loss and impedance
mismatch and discontinuities.

Skin effect is a form of channel insertion loss, given by the fact that at high
frequencies the effective cross-section of the wire in which the current flows
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Figure 1.15: Two different crosstalk mechanisms, Near-End Crosstalk (NEXT)
and Far-End Crosstalk (FEXT) [18].

reduces and therefore current is flowing just in the proximity of the surface.
This effect can be modeled into a frequency dependence of the impedance per
unit length of the channel that reads as

R( f ) = R0 +
√

f · (1 + j) RS (1.1)

where R0 is the channel DC loss per unit length and RS is a skin effect con-
stant. The dependence upon

√

f means that the skin effect causes a loss of
10dB/decade.

Dielectric loss is given by the absorption of energy by the dielectric medium
from the traveling wave, which is in turn transformed into heat. This effect can
be summarized into an imaginary part of the permittivity ε of the dielectric
medium that reads

ε ( f ) = ε
′
( f )− jε

′′
( f ) (1.2)

where j is the imaginary unit. Eq. 1.3 can be rewritten in the form of an admit-
tance to ground as

Y⊥ (ω) = jωC + ωC tan (δ) (1.3)

where C is the transmission line’s capacitance at low frequencies and δ is the
loss angle. The dielectric loss results in a loss dependence of 20 dB/decade at
high frequencies, where Y⊥ (ω) gets high.

The third loss mechanism to analyze is impedance mismatch and discon-
tinuities. Packaging, sockets, connection to ac-coupling capacitors, PCB vias
and connectors of different nature all introduce discontinuities in the channel’s
impedance [23], that in turn generate signal reflections that show up as notches
in the pulse response of the system. Another effect of impedance mismatch is
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mode conversion [24]: part of the energy of a differential signal is transformed
into a common mode component, that in turn may cause reflections.

In a generic channel, all these effects are coupled together and show up in
the pulse response of the channel. In order to identify which loss mechanism
is the dominant one in a channel, one might look either at the magnitude of
the transfer function (also called S21) or at the pulse response of the system,
since they are strictly related to each other: both these metrics are shown in
Fig.1.16. To better understand these pictures, we have to introduce the concept
of InterSymbol Interference (from now on, ISI). ISI is a form of distortion of
a transmitted bit in which one bit interferes with the subsequent and/or the
previous ones. The amount of ISI of a channel can be derived by looking at
its pulse response (Fig. 1.16 (b)): all residuals in the UIs before and after the
one at which the pulse is transmitted interfere with the following bits. All
residuals in the UIs before the current bit are called pre-cursors, all the ones
after the current bit are called post-cursors. The current bit is often referred to
as main-cursor. ISI is the reason why usually defining just the loss at a certain
frequency is not enough in order to decide for an equalization strategy, and
this can be better understood by looking at Fig. 1.16: in fact, all S21 shown
in the figure present a loss of 25dB at half the transmission frequency (the so
called Nyquist frequency), but the rest of the spectrum may vary very much
from one interference mechanism to the other. In Fig. 1.16 b), the normalized
pulse response (i.e. a pulse response scaled so that the absolute sum of all pre-,
post- and main-cursors is 1) of the S21 is shown.

Figure 1.16: On the left, S21 (magnitude of the transfer function) versus nor-

malized frequency (
f

fbit
, where fbit is the transmission frequency). On the right,

normalized pulse response (i.e. the pulse response is scaled so that the abso-
lute sum of all pre-, post- and main-cursors is 1) of the channel versus time,

normalized in UI (1 UI equals to one bit period, thus 1UI= 1
fbit

). Both graphs

are shown for three different channels, one dominated by skin effect, one by
dielectric loss and one by impedance discontinuities.
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1.3.4 Equalization

As mentioned in the previous section, especially when moving towards ex-
tremely high data rates, the transmitting medium can completely kill the ability
of a transceiver to establish even a Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) communication.
What the designer can do is to foresee such detrimental effect of the channel
and to compensate for it: this compensation is what in the literature is called
equalization [25]- [26]. The main idea behind equalization is shown in Fig.
1.17: the "non-flatness" in the transfer function of the transmitting medium are
compensated for by means of an inverse transfer function. Assuming the non-
ideality in the transfer function to be proportional to the frequency (i.e., given
by skin effect or dielectric loss), it is identical to apply the correction either at
the transmitter or at the receiver. If the behavior of the non-ideality versus fre-
quency is not merely proportional, but with various notches (i.e. coming from
impedance discontinuities), then it’s possible to correct for it either via digital
techniques (e.g., with a Finite Impulse Response filter) or with non-linear ones
(e.g., Decision Feedback Equalization). In the following subsections we will
analyze the most used equalization techniques that can be found nowadays in
serial links and are listed in Fig. 1.18.

Figure 1.17: Transfer function of the channel, G( f ) and inverse transfer func-
tion, G−1( f ), applied as an equalization technique, along with the eye diagram
at the output of the transmitter, at the input of the receiver and after equaliza-
tion [26].

Figure 1.18: General structure of a serial link in which the most common equal-
ization techniques have been highlighted [26].

1.3.4.1 Feed-Forward Equalization

Equalization at the transmitter is done via preconditioning of the signal be-
fore setting the voltage level at the input of the channel. In order to do so,
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one has two possible choices: amplifying the high-frequency components (pre-
emphasis) or reducing the low-frequency ones (de-emphasis), since the wanted
effect is anyway the one of a high-pass filter to counteract the low-pass char-
acteristics of the channel. This can be easily done by multiplying delayed ver-
sions of the bit stream to be transmitted (the so called taps) by weighted coeffi-
cients. Delayed data can be easily created since the clocking circuitry is always
present at transmitter side. This approach is sketched in Fig. 1.19 and will be
vastly analyzed in the following chapters.

Figure 1.19: Conceptual scheme of a feed-forward equalization with one pre-
cursor tap, the main tap and n taps, created via a flip-flop register chain [16].

As can be understood, this approach can be applied both at transmitter and
at receiver side [27]-[28]-[29]- [30]. Anyway, usually such FIR filter is imple-
mented at transmitter side (FFE) because at this point of the transmission chain
the system is still working with digital bits, ’1’ or ’0’, coming directly from the
digital encoding and thus easy to create delayed versions of just with a sim-
ple register chain, while the multiplication by suitable coefficients is realized
by means of switching circuits. On the other hand using this approach at the
receiver would imply working with analog signals. To avoid this, one could
replace the first sampler at the receiver side with a very fast ADC, so to digi-
tize the signal and then apply FFE [31], [32], [33]. As shown in the Fig. 1.19, all
taps are summed together at the output of the transmitter, just before entering
the channel.

1.3.4.2 Continuous Time Linear Equalization

Continuous Time Linear Equalization (CTLE) is a linear technique that is im-
plemented in the Analog Front-End (AFE) of the receiver. Fig. 1.20 show a
typical implementation of this concept and explains what’s its aim and how it
is achieved. The goal of using CTLE is to compensate for the low-pass char-
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acteristics of the channel by introducing a zero at a frequency slightly smaller
than the data rate. This is usually obtained with a source-degenerated differen-
tial pair, which has a high-pass filter behavior if the zero frequency is designed
to be much lower than the dominant pole, which should be the one given by
the output parasitics capacitance CP. This technique works equally well both
for pre-cursors and post-cursors, since it directly acts on the transfer function
of the system.

Figure 1.20: Source-degenerated differential pair used as CTLE: a) circuit im-
plementation and b) transfer characteristic, both in its asymptotic approxima-
tion (dashed line) and its real version (full line) [34].

The main problem of CTLE is that with a single-stage implementation as the
one shown in Fig. 1.20 a) is hard to obtain a high peaking gain. If one wants
to have high-gain it should use multi-stage architectures, as many cascaded
source-degenerated differential pair, but then it becomes extremely difficult to
tune all parasitic poles present in such a structure over broad PVT variation
ranges typical of the automotive environment. For this reason, CTLE normally
acts together with other equalization schemes and is used as a mean of facili-
tating the work of other equalization techniques (e.g., DFE).

1.3.4.3 Decision Feedback Equalization

Decision Feedback Equalization (DFE) is a non-linear technique that is applied
at the receiver side, usually after a CTLE stage. The idea behind DFE is to di-
rectly address Inter-Symbol Interference acting on the incoming analog voltage
levels based on the already-detected bits, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The last sentence
implies that it’s not possible to address any pre-cursor ISI, and therefore DFE
is normally used in collaboration with FFE or/and CTLE.

The biggest advantage of DFE is that, contrarily to FFE and CTLE, it does
not amplify high-frequency noise, since it works on previously sampled digital
bits: for this reason, over the last years researcher started to heavily prefer DFE
to FFE. It can be understood also that this equalization technique is particu-
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larly effective when it comes to equalize for impedance discontinuities, which
as we have seen manifest themselves as notches in the S21 curve, as it precisely
counteracts for ISI and it is thus able to correct those notches [35]. On the con-
trary, the main drawback of this equalization technique is error propagation: if
the noise at the input of the slicer is so big that a wrong detection occurs, this
wrong decision affects in a detrimental way the equalization of the following
bits, until a stream of correct bits are recognized and the error is pipe-cleaned
out of the shift register composed by N latches for an N-tap DFE. So, while DFE
is generally useful to decrease the Bit Error Rate (BER), from time to time it may
occur that bursts of errors appear and need to be corrected. For this reason, it
is quite common to use forward error correction codes (e.g., Reed-Solomon) in
addition to it, to correct for these error bursts.

Another issue in implementing DFE is the stringent timing constraints that
it imposes: in fact, the feedback loop corresponding to the first tap has to come
in one bit period. While this might not be an issue while transmitting at low
data rates, it means that for a receiver that works at 10Gbps the time for clos-
ing the feedback loop is 100ps. In order to address this problem, a variety of
techniques have been used: the most common solution is to mix decision look-
ahead schemes (the so called loop unrolling techniques) with half rate ones, to
increase even by four times the time for closing the feedback loop, see Fig. 1.22.

Figure 1.21: Conceptual scheme of a receiver with an N-tap DFE [26]. High-
lighted in red there is the critical path whose timing has to be guaranteed at
very high data rates.
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Figure 1.22: Conceptual scheme of a half-rate receiver featuring 5-tap DFE with
a 1-tap loop unrolling [26]. The critical path, shown in red, is now two times
longer than the one of Fig. 5.1. In the bottom branch of the receiver there is
the so called eye monitoring, which checks the effective improvement of the eye
diagram after DFE is applied.
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1.4 High Speed Serial Interfaces in the Automotive

Environment

Nowadays, pervasive and smart electronics is present in every aspect of our
life, by this meaning that the environment in which we are living is capable
to react appropriately in case of foreseeable events thanks to the presence of
sensors and actuators. Vehicles have followed this same path, driven by de-
velopment of actuators, control and monitoring systems for different applica-
tions inside the car, ranging from Safety and Infotainment to Drive Assistance,
Power-train and Comfort, as briefly summarized in Fig. 1.23.

Figure 1.23: Partial summary of electronic-aided functions that can be found in
a car nowadays.

The increase of electronics in automotive environment seems unavoidable,
and the market to be shared is very likely to continue to grow in the next
decades [36]- [37]- [38], especially with the advent of Advanced Driver Assis-
tance Systems (ADAS) and autonomous driving in the upcoming years, not to
mention the already ongoing explosion of the infotainment sector. The amount
of functions to be performed in vehicles is increasing everyday, thus also the
number of Electronic Control Units (ECUs) present in a car is going to further
raise. Increasing the number of computational nodes implies increasing the
network connection among these nodes, therefore increasing the amount of
data to be exchanged and thus strongly enhancing the current data transmis-
sion rate.

Nowadays, the most diffused communication standards inside the vehicles
are Controller Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnect Network (LIN) and
Flexray, but all these standards range from few kb/s to 10Mb/s. It is clear that
the applications cited above require much higher data-rate, and the adoption
of 1Gbps Ethernet as a standard for automotive goes exactly in this direction
and demonstrates a trend that is going to be confirmed in the next years. In
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Table 1.1: Requirements of automotive electronics [40].

Parameter Consumer Automotive
Temperature 0◦C - 40◦C -40◦C - 175◦C

Voltage 3.3V 80V
Operation Time 1-3 years up to 25 years

Humidity Low 0% to 100%
Tolerated Field Failure Rate <1000ppm Target: zero failure

ESD 4-8kV 8-15kV

fact, as shown in Fig. 1.24, the increase in data transmission rate in automotive
environment follows the one in consumer electronics, but with 10-15 years of
delay. So it’s quite fair to assume that in few years having serial connections at
10Gbps will be the state-of-the-art for automotive.

Figure 1.24: Overview of data rates over the last decades for both consumer
and automotive electronics [39]. From the graph it can be seen that automotive
electronics follows the improvement of the consumer market, but lags behind
it by 10-15 years.

Nevertheless, a direct technology transfer from consumer to automotive
environment is not possible, due to the serious challenges that the harsh auto-
motive standards pose to the circuit designers, especially to HSSI designers. In
fact, requirements in automotive environment are much more stringent than
for consumer applications, as summarized in Tab. 1.1.

The requirements that pose the highest challenge to the HSSI designer are
for sure the extremely broad temperature range, in which very shrunk devices
may see their threshold voltage VT vary even by 200mV, and ESD protection,
which works as a low-pass filter for the transmitter output and receiver input
and may therefore be a killing aspect. From what we have stated above, it
appears quite clear that designing HSSIs in an automotive environment is a
path full of obstacles, even more than in the other markets.
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1.5 Motivation of the Work and Thesis Organiza-

tion

From this introduction, it appears clear that there is a strong interest surround-
ing the world of high speed serial interfaces, both in the academic and indus-
trial world. At the same time, it is pretty understandable that the automotive
sector lags some years behind the consumer market, especially due to the strin-
gent safety requirements and the extremely harsh environment in which the
link must be able to correctly operate. Thus, the main goal of this work is to
bridge the gap between the consumer electronic and the automotive electronic
unit world, understanding which techniques are suitable for our work condi-
tions among the ones that are already well established in the academic world
and translating and improving these solutions to possibly make them more
stable and less power consuming. This goal implies a deep understanding of
a serial link both at system and transistor level, and the development of this
thesis will follow this idea. After this introduction, the thesis is divided into
chapters, which will be here briefly presented:

• Chapter 2 focuses on the system level design of the transmitter, creating
a procedure to assess the equalization strategy at the transmitter side and
defining its main parameters by evaluating performance metrics as pulse
response and eye diagram;

• Chapter 3 is centered around the transistor level design of the transmit-
ter. Here design choices stemming from literature will be analyzed, jus-
tified and explained. The design of a 10Gbps transmitter will be detailed
along with the results deriving from schematic and post-layout simula-
tions. After this, a schematic analysis of the effect of parasitic inductance
on FFE will be carried out.

• Chapter 4 talks about the experimental characterization of the transmitter
above, showing the results of the measurements of the first test-chip and
demonstrating the improvements in BER obtained thanks to FFE.

• Chapter 5 deepens on the system and transistor level analysis of the re-
ceiver. Here an extensive review of the existing literature will go by with
a complete Simulink representation of a half rate receiver with DFE and
loop unrolling, so to guide the design choices. Along with this, our CDR
implementation will be presented. The transistor level design will be
confirmed with post-layout simulations of single receiver blocks (CDR,
DFE+CTLE) and schematic simulations of the whole 10Gbps system in-
cluding transmitter and receiver. Finally, mixed-signal simulation will
help to verify the correctness of the CDR and its algorithm.

• Chapter 6 regards the characterization of the receiver, showing the results
of the measurements performed in the lab on the second test-chip.

• Chapter 7 wraps up all work done so far, presenting the results of the
whole transceiver and illustrating all possible equalization and CDR so-
lutions implemented in our design.
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• Finally, an appendix about Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) in High-
Speed Serial Interfaces, topic analyzed in the first months of work, will
be added in the final version of the thesis.





Chapter 2

System Level Design of the
Transmitter

This chapter will focus on the system level design of the transmitter, creat-
ing a procedure to assess the equalization strategy at the transmitter side and
defining its main parameters by evaluating performance metrics as pulse re-
sponse and eye diagram.

In the introduction, we have talked about the rise of high-speed links and
their increase in speed over the last years. Since the baud rates at which these
links work today are extremely high, inter-symbol interference (ISI) has be-
come the most limiting factor [41]. In order to mitigate ISI, the most effec-
tive solution is channel equalization [26]. We have seen that equalization can
be done either at the transmitter side just before the channel (and it is called
Feed-Forward Equalization, FFE) or at the receiver (for example in the form of
Decision-Feedback Equalization, DFE). In this chapter we will focus on the sys-
tem level design of the transmitter: our goal is to create a procedure to analyze
the amount of equalization needed at the transmitter side depending on the
channel, calculate the weights for such equalization scheme and assessing the
impact of tap quantization in a real-world scenario. After this, the correctness
of the applied FFE will be evaluated by checking the pulse response and some
eye diagram parameters, such as eye height and eye width.

Fig. 2.1 shows the general structure of a transmitter with feed-forward
equalization: delayed versions of the bit stream are fed to drivers with dif-
ferent strengths, thus implementing an FIR filter.

27
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impedance of the channel (usually 50Ohms). An alternative to this assump-
tion (which would in fact imply using very small MOSFETs for the driver) is to
insert a termination resistance Rterm = Z0 between the MOSFETs and the chan-
nel and using MOSFETs big enough so that their resistance can be assumed to
be negligible when they are on. If one of this two assumptions is met, when
using a differential termination 2R = 2Z0, for a current-mode driver one finds
a differential output voltage that reads

Vdi f f ,out = Vout − V̄out

= IS(Z0||3Z0)
2Z0

3Z0
− IS(Z0||3Z0)

2Z0

3Z0

= IS · Z0

from which it follows that the power dissipation for a current-mode driver is

PD = VDD · IS =
2VDDVdi f f ,out

Z0
(2.1)

whereas under the same hypothesis for a voltage-mode driver one finds

IDD =
VDD

4Z0

Vdi f f ,out =
VDD

2
(2.2)

from which it follows that the power dissipation is

PD = IDDVDD =
VDDVdi f f ,out

2Z0
(2.3)

Thus, from Eqs. 2.1,2.3 it follows that in order to achieve the same output
voltage swing Vdi f f ,out a current-mode driver consumes four times more power
then a voltage-mode one [15].

2.2 Driver Architecture

For the transmitter, a voltage mode architecture has been chosen in our project,
because it consumes less power than a current mode for the same output swing,
as stated in the previous section. Fig. 2.3 shows the general structure of a
voltage-mode differential driver: two inverters are driven by bit bi and to pro-
duce a differential voltage vo. If the MOSFETs are large enough to have a neg-
ligible voltage drop when on, therefore negligible resistance, then impedance
matching is implemented via the resistances RDi

.
Fig. 2.3 is also the starting point to explain the basic principle of FFE applied

to voltage mode drivers. A single driver can be split into many slices, and
the same bit bi of the serial data input can drive many of these slices, i.e. the
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Figure 2.5: Thevenin equivalent for a half driver.
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Figure 2.6: Thevenin equivalent for the whole driver with differential termina-
tion.
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veq = ∑
i

vi
R0

RDi
(2.6)

Considering that vi can only be VDD or 0 depending on the value of bi (1 or
0) and on the connection with the driver, Eq. 2.6 can be rewritten as

veq = ∑
i

(

VDD

2
±

VDD

2
bi

)

R0

RDi
(2.7)

which holds true for both veq,l and veq,r just by swapping the ± sign in front of
the bi term, since when veq,l is 1 veq,r is 0 and vice-versa. Finally, one can write
a close expression for v0 that reads

vo =
veq,l − veq,r

2

= ∑
i

(

±
VDD

2
bi

)

R0

RDi

=
VDD

2
· ∑

i

( ni

M

)

· bi · sgni (2.8)

where (see Fig. 2.4) ni is the number of slides connected to the bit bi, M is the
number of total slices and sgni is the sign of bi (i.e. putting bi at the left or right
part of Fig. 2.3 making the driver inverting or non-inverting). For the bi, ‘1’
corresponds to bi =1 and ‘0’ means bi =-1.

Eq. 2.8 can be rewritten as

vo [j] =
VDD

2 ∑
i

(wi · bi [j]) =
VDD

2 ∑
i

(wi · data [j − i]) (2.9)

where j indicates a bit period and wi is the strength of the slices connected to
the i-th bit normalized to the full driver strength. From now on, we will refer
to wi as to the “weight” for the i-th tap. From Eq. 2.9 we see that the structure
realizes an FIR filter, which implements a convolution between the bit stream
(data [j]) and the tap vector wi.

It should be noted that in order to obtain fine impedance tuning and com-
pensate PVT (Process, Voltage and Temperature) variations, one does not strictly
follow Eq. 2.4: the driver (divided in slices) is sized to obtain a resistance much
larger than 50Ω; then many replicas of the structure are duplicated and the
number of such replicas put in parallel is adjusted to match the 50Ω target [42].
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2.3 Choice of the Equalization Taps

In this paragraph, we will cover the basic steps that are required to determine
the weights wi for FFE. The approach that we follow in our equalization pro-
cess is the zero-forcing method [43]. Here the discussion will be at a tutorial
level to bridge the gap between the theory in [43] and the actual hardware im-
plementation (Figs. 2.3, 2.4). The goal is to minimize the distance between the
desired response of the transmitter+channel (i.e. a signal without ISI) and that
actually received; this is done via a Least Squares Minimization problem that
reads

min
wZFE

||zDES − HCHwZFE||
2 (2.10)

where wZFE is the weights vector [w0, w1, . . . , wi, . . . wN ] to be determined
by the minimization problem and zDES is the desired output response. In
other words, if we consider a bit stream ‘10000’, the transmitter will gener-
ate a sequence of pulses of height [w0, w1, . . . , wi, . . . wN ], each one stimulating
the channel. We want to set wi in such a way that the receiver samples the
original sequence ‘10000’ without ISI, meaning that zDES = [1,0,0,. . . ,0.]. HCH

is a matrix that rearranges the channel pulse response (h) in order to transform
the convolution with the different pulses of height wi into a matrix product.
For example, if the channel pulse response is not null only for the first three
samples and we decide to equalize with 5 post-cursor taps, then we have

HCH =













h0 0 0 0 0
h1 h0 0 0 0
h2 h1 h0 0 0
0 h2 h1 h0 0
0 0 h2 h1 h0













(2.11)

If one wants to include also pre-cursor taps in the weights vector to be
found, some slight changes have to be performed on both zDES and HCH .
In fact, if one pre-cursor tap is to be considered, then zDES becomes zDES =
[0,1,0,...,0], whereas HCH , in a case where the channel pulse response is not
null only for one pre-cursor tap and the first three post-cursor taps with one
pre-cursor and five post-cursor taps of equalization, is

HCH =

















h−1 0 0 0 0 0
h0 h−1 0 0 0 0
h1 h0 h−1 0 0 0
h2 h1 h0 h−1 0 0
0 h2 h1 h0 h−1 0
0 0 h2 h1 h0 h−1

















(2.12)

This approach can be extended to the number of pre-cursor and post-cursor
equalization taps needed. The solution of the minimization problem intro-
duced by Eq. 2.10 requires extracting the channel pulse response. In order to do
this, the simulation setup shown in Fig. 2.7 is used. This setup is implemented
in Ansys Electronic Desktop [44] and consists of a differential link with a pulse
generator (with ideally steep rise and fall times) and an S-parameter block.
This block changes from system to system and represents all the elements that
compose the system after the transmitter.
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2.4 Example with Realistic Channels

In this section, as an example, we analyze two different systems, which we will
refer as “BGA system” and “Leadframe system”. The Ball Grid Array (BGA)
system is composed by a via, approximately 5 mm long, which connects the
transmitter output signal to the package output, a BGA package, a Printed Cir-
cuit Board (PCB) and a cable (10 cm long). At the receiver end, the impedance
is matched at 100Ω differential and the differential output is measured via volt-
age probes. The Leadframe System is similar to the BGA one, but instead of
a BGA package it uses a leadframe one. Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 show the S21 of
both systems obtained via quasi-3D electromagnetic simulations with Ansys
SIWave [45]: Fig. 2.11 shows how a BGA package looks like when analyzed
with Ansys SIWave. As stated in the previous chapter, looking at S21 is a good
way to understand which interference mechanism is the dominant one in the
transmitting medium.

Figure 2.9: S21 of the Leadframe system.

Once the optimal weights have been found with Eq. 2.13, another veri-
fication about the correctness of the wi is performed by simulating a structure
equivalent to the system composed by transmitter, package, board and channel
and evaluating the improvements obtained in the eye diagram. The software
used to this end is again Ansys Electronic Desktop [44]. Fig. 2.12 illustrates a
typical simulation setup: the only difference with respect to the structure pre-
sented in Fig. 2.7 is the use of a PRBS (Pseudo Random Bit Sequence) generator
instead of a pulse generator. The PRBS generator offers the possibility to adapt
its output based on equalization weights inserted by the user: in this case the
vector wZFE obtained with Eq. 2.13. The low and the high voltage levels have
been set to -450mV and 450 mV respectively, in order to analyze a mimic a pos-
sible scenario with a VDD power domain of 900mV that directly supplies the
driver slices. Thermal noise typical of MOSFETs in the transmitter has not been
modeled and the channel is terminated with a 50 Ohm resistance.

One can evaluate how close the overall transmitter+channel response fits
the wanted zDES by checking it against the product HCH ·wZFE (i.e. the overall
response of the FFE+channel). This is shown in Fig. 2.13, which compares the
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that the PRBS high and low levels are set to match the ones of the transistor
level implementation. The eye width is the width of the horizontal histogram
across the eye-crossing point, the eye height is the difference between high and
low levels at the sampling time in which this difference is maximum and the
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio is defined as difference between the average ’1’ and ’0’
levels divided by the sum of the standard deviations of the two levels at the
center of the eye [44].

Since the system level design is performed before actually designing the
transmitter at transistor level, in the following, for the 5 Gbps and the 10 Gbps
cases only the PRBS source is used: we can follow this procedure since we
have already proven the correctness of such a simulation approach In Figs.
2.14-2.15. Figs. 2.16, 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 report the eye diagrams in such cases
with and without equalization. For the 5 Gbps case, the improvement due to
FFE is marginal, whereas to work at 10 Gbps with the Leadframe System, FFE
is mandatory. Note that, at given VDD, the inclusion of FFE lowers the high
and low levels of the eye (e.g. 400mV vs. 300mV in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15): this
is because when FFE is implemented, some slices will be driven by bits having
opposite sign with respect to the main one, and this implies that the driver is
not working at full strength. More precisely, the high and low levels are now

shifted at ±VDD
2 ∑i wi
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2.5 Effect of Tap Quantization

Eq. 2.13 provides optimum tap weights, but one must also think at a real world
implementation, which obviously implies quantizing these weights since each
bit will be connected to a finite number of slices. This problem is peculiar to the
voltage-mode transmitter divided in slices. In fact previous works already in-
troduced equalization implemented with sliced drivers, but mainly in current
mode logic [47]- [48], which makes equalization easier to implement with high
granularity. In fact, as shown also in Fig. 2.20, the granularity of the weights
is solely determined by the number of bits of the DAC controlling the current
sources Ii of the taps.

Figure 2.20: Architecture of a current mode transmitter with 2-taps FFE (one
pre-cursor and one post-cursor) as implemented in [49].

Here we analyze the effect of quantization with two different granularities,
8 and 16 levels (i.e. M=8 or M=16 as in Figure 2.4). These two different granu-
larities offer quantization steps of 0.125 and 0.0625 respectively. Figs. 2.21 and
2.22 show the effect of quantization on the operation at 10 Gbps of Leadframe
System when equalized with 6 post-cursor, which without quantization has
already been shown in Figure 2.19. With 16 slices we obtain eye parameters
very close to what is obtained from Eq. 2.13, whereas with 8 slices there is a
degradation of the eye.

If the transmission speed gets even higher, then a higher number of taps is
needed and the effect of quantization becomes more and more relevant. The
eye parameters with and without FFE and including different granularity in
the tap quantization are summarized in Figs. 2.23-2.26. We include in these fig-
ures also a hypothetical 15 Gbps situation that requires 9 taps for equalization
when considering the Leadframe System (7 for the BGA System). Obviously,
at this high speed, the main wall to climb would be the transistor level design
of some critical blocks in se, as we will see in the next chapter. In Figs. 2.23-
2.26 we see that FFE improves the eye height and width, although part of the
improvement is lost if a too coarse granularity is used for the wi.
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Figure 2.23: Eye height versus transmission speed for the Leadframe System
when not equalized, optimally equalized (Eq. 2.13) and when quantization (8
or 16 steps) is applied to wi.
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Figure 2.24: Same as for Fig. 2.23, but for the eye width.
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Figure 2.25: Same as for Fig. 2.23, but for the BGA system.
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Figure 2.26: Same as for Fig. 2.25, but for the eye width.
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Figure 2.27: General architecture of the transmitter. Despite the fact that single
data and clock line are shown in this picture, the architecture is fully differen-
tial and requires positive and negative versions of the clock and data signals.
data[j + 1] to data[j − 6] are made available by the shift-register on the left side;
the switch matrix is composed by 8x8 switches. We do not show explicitly the
8 slices of the driver that are hard-wired to the main tap but only the 8 that are
connected to the switch matrix. The vector of 16 differential slices is duplicated
K times to allow impedance tuning.

2.6 Architecture of the Transmitter

After the system level analysis performed in the previous sections, we can fi-
nally draw the architecture of the transmitter. The single blocks will be ana-
lyzed in detail in Chapter 3. The structure of the transmitter is sketched in Fig.
2.27. On the left, we see the shift-register that makes available to the driver
(right side of the picture) the delayed version of the serial data (data) to be
transmitted. We decided to have one pre-cursor tap because such a correction
will not be possible with DFE at the receiver and one more post-cursor tap with
respect to the analysis carried out in the previous chapter to prevent possible
effects deriving from PVT corners not foreseen by such analysis. The main
driver is composed by M=16 slices (whose structure is sketched in Fig. 2.28)
and the switch matrix sketched at the center of Fig. 2.27 determines how many
slices ni are connected to the i-th delayed version of data. A "sign" (sgni) is
associated with each tap. Although not shown in Fig. 2.27, 8 slices over 16 are
hard-wired to the main tap (i=0) with positive sign. Since the driver (Fig. 2.28)
and all signals are differential, the selection of the sign is implemented by just
swapping the two lines composing the signal. The re-sampling stage in Fig.
2.27 realigns the various signals at the output of the switch matrix reducing
deterministic jitter.

All the slices are connected in parallel to the output signal. The block of 16
slices is replicated K times in order to allow impedance matching, by activating
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Figure 2.28: Scheme of the predriver and driver slices on the right of Fig. 2.27.
The predriver slice is composed by two inverters with progressive widths.
Each driver slice is supplied by the LDO output voltage (nominally,400 mV).
The channel features a 100 Ω differential resistance.

only k replicas. The resulting output impedance is thus Rout = RD/(M · k)
regardless of the transmitted signal and of the choice of the tap weights, where
(see Fig.2.28) RD is the series impedance of a single slice.

Since we wanted to consume as less power as possible, we wanted to trans-
mit signals with low swing, so to minimize the power consumption over the
termination resistance. In order to do so, we have to reduce the supply that
feeds the driver slices via an LDO, but this implies that it’s almost impossi-
ble to use a conventional inverter structure as shown in Fig. 2.3, since there
is no voltage room to switch on the pMOSFET. For this reason, we have de-
cided to implement an NN slice as shown in Fig.2.28. We have selected the
single resistor implementation for the slices because it guarantees lower para-
sitic caps at the output of the slice [29]. Obviously also the series resistance of
the pull-up/pull-down devices are part of the impedance matching network,
but having sufficiently wide transistors guarantees that their resistance is small
compared to the big values of RD. We set K=16 that is extremely helpful in
solving impedance mismatches originating from spread over technology cor-
ners. Once k is properly selected to achieve Rout = Zchannel , we have to rework
Eq. 2.9 since the slices are not directly supplied via VDD anymore, so that the
differential output voltage at clock period j is now given by:

v0[j] =
VLDO

2

6

∑
i=−1

wi · data[j − i] (2.14)

where VLDO is the output voltage of the LDO. Eq. 2.14 shows that the trans-
mitter with FFE behaves as a FIR filter with up to 8 taps (one pre-cursor, one
main and six post-cursors) with weights wi programmable in M=16 steps. It
thus generates 16 levels going from −VLDO/2 to VLDO/2.

A full-rate architecture has been chosen instead of half-rate [50]. The lat-
ter one requires either two replicas of the driver [29], [51] or interleave two
sequences at the input of a single driver [52].
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Fig. 2.29a shows an octave-transmitter without FFE where the driver has

been replicated eight times and each data stream at frequency
fDATA

8 drives one
of the replicas [51]. This is clearly an extremization of the first option, focused
on power saving rather then on having an architecture feasible for a complex
FFE scheme. Fig. 2.29b presents the architecture of a half-rate transmitter with
one pre-cursor tap FFE where a 2:1 mux selects the data stream at frequency
fDATA

2 which drives the final predriver and driver stages [52]. This is the typical
case for the second option where two half-rate data sequences are interleaved
at the input of a single driver.

a)

b)

Figure 2.29: a) Architecture of an octave rate transmitter without FFE where the

driver has been replicated eight times and each data stream at frequency
fDATA

8
drives one of the replicas [51] and b) architecture of a half-rate transmitter with
one pre-cursor tap FFE where a 2:1 mux selects the data stream at frequency
fDATA

2 which drives the final predriver and driver stages [52].

In both cases, the flexibility in our choice of the weights wi would make
exceedingly complicate and inefficient the distributions of the delayed versions
of the input data. On the other hand, in a full-rate implementation, the flip-
flops must operate at 10 Gbps, which makes them more power hungry.



Chapter 3

Transistor Level Design of the
Transmitter

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we investigate how to implement FFE over channels
typical of automotive environment pointing out the effort of the tap number
and of tap quantization. Moreover, system equalization will be even more chal-
lenging when dealing with automotive standards that require a broad range of
temperature and supply voltage variations. Hence, suitable equalizers for au-
tomotive standards must be highly tunable systems that usually ask for more
area and power. At the end of the previous chapter we have then introduced
the architecture of the transmitter.

In this chapter we will describe the transistor level design of the transmitter
including its Feed-Forward Equalization, following the analysis carried out in
Chapter 2. Here design choices coming from literature study will be analyzed,
justified and explained, along with the results deriving from schematic and
post-layout simulations. The system has been designed at the transistor level
and then layouted using a 28 nm planar technology. After this, a schematic
analysis of the effect of parasitic inductance on FFE will be carried out.

3.2 Flip-Flops

As we have seen in Fig. 2.27, the main building blocks of the system are the flip-
flops (needed for the shift-register and for the re-sampling stage), the driver
slices, the LDO and the switch matrix.

51
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The schematic of flip-flops with a pseudo-differential architecture is re-
ported in Fig.3.1 and is a slight adaptation of [53], where the clock pass tran-
sistor has been substituted with a t-gate. The layout of the cell is reported in
Fig. 3.2a, whereas the waveforms in Fig.3.2b demonstrate that such circuit is
able to correctly operate with a 10 GHz clock with a VDD as low as 750 mV

(the nominal supply voltage for the flip-flops is 1 V, but due to IR and L · dI
dt

drop and supply parasitics it may drop to values as low as 750 mV). In order
to contain the effect of IR and parasitic inductance drop, two different supply
domains have been used [29]: one for the LDO and the predriver (the driver is
under the LDO), the other for all the rest.

qp

qn

dp

dn

ckn

ckp

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the pseudo-differential flip-flop used in the transmit-
ter.
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Figure 3.2: a) Layout of the pseudo-differential flip-flop of Fig. 3.1 and b) sim-
ulated post-layout transient operation for the same cell with a 10 GHz clock. In
this picture, waveforms of positive clock signal and both positive and negative
data for a supply of 950 mV are presented.
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3.3 Switch Matrix

Another critical part is the switch matrix. The inputs and the outputs of the
switch matrix require some buffering, which is implemented by the inverters
invA and invB in Fig. 3.3. invA is needed to lower the capacitive load seen
by the sign-selection circuit, whereas invB to lower the capacitive load seen by
the switch matrix. Moreover, by design, the signal delay in the critical path
going from the shift-register to the re-sampling stage needs to be lower than
the clock period. The breakdown of the delay of the single stages is reported
in Fig. 3.3 for the worst case scenario where the supply voltage has the lowest
values due to IR drop (750 mV) and considering supply parasitics (0.8 nH series
inductance and 0.8 Ω series resistance for both power supply domains and 0.2
nH and 0.2 Ω for ground connection). Fig. 3.4 shows the schematic of the core
switches of the switch matrix for one of the eight selectable driver slices, along
with invB. The core switch has been implemented as a tristate inverter for each
possible input signal to each selectable slice, since only one signal among the
eight available (pre-cursor, main and six post-cursor taps) will drive a slice, so
seven tristate inverters out of eight will be in high-impedance. For this reason,
the function of invB is particularly important to fasten the transition of the core
switch.

tap 

sign

Resampling

Stageclock

20.8ps 9.44ps 12.61ps 19.71ps 14.08ps

76.64ps

data

flip

flop inv A inv B

Switch Matrix

flip

flop

Figure 3.3: Critical data path between shift-register and re-sampling along with
the worst-case delay of the principal blocks. With respect to Fig. 2.27, the
switch matrix has been exploded into input buffer (invA), core switch and out-
put buffer (invB).
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Figure 3.7: Main parameters of an LDO.

a widely known concept in electronics and it is the capability of a system to
suppress any variation in the power supply to its output signal, whereas here
when we talk about loop gain we refer to the LDO closed loop gain. Finally,
a third parameter to take care of is the phase margin of the loop gain, also
a widely known concept, in this case defined as the difference between the
phase of zero dB loop gain and 180◦. In nominal corner (VDD=900mV, T=25◦

C, top-top technology corner), the LDO features a 45.85 dB loop gain, -38.83
dB of PSR over a bandwidth of 20 MHz and a phase margin of 94 degree. The
curves for loop gain, power supply rejection (PSR) and phase margin for PT
corners (-40◦C, 170◦C, slow-slow, fast-fast) for VDD from 1V (best case supply
voltage) down to 600mV (even if the worst case supply voltage is 800mV, just
to check at which supply voltage the LDO starts to fail) are reported in Figs.
3.8-3.10.

Fig. 3.11 shows that the settling time of the LDO is ≈ 50ns, which is com-
parable to the state-of-the-art power-on time for rapid on/off links used for
burst-mode communication [54].
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3.5 Simulation Results

The simulated eye diagram for the transistor-level implementation of the trans-
mitter of Fig. 2.27 with FFE activated is reported in Fig. 3.12. The picture high-
lights the presence of 16 output equalization levels even when operating at 10
Gbps as well as short rise and fall times. No channel has been attached at the
output of the transmitter, only a 100 Ω differential load, ESD protection, pad
and wiring parasitics. The capacitance at the output node due to these three
contributors sums up to 300fF as from post-layout evaluation, due to the large
area of the pads that will be shown in the layout view of the test-chip in the
next chapter. At this stage, an on-chip decoupling capacitance of 50pF for each
supply domain is considered.

The simulated power consumption is 22.5 mW in the least consuming cor-
ner (VDD=820mV, temperature of -40◦C and slow-slow technology corner), cor-
responding to a remarkably low 2.25 pJ/bit, aligned with state-of-the-art (Tab.
3.1). We highlight that the reported eye height of 300mV is the one of the same
least consuming corner: when checking this figure of merit in other corners,
this value rises up to more than 400mV. In fact, if needed, one can also scale
down the eye height even more by reducing the LDO output voltage that sup-
plies the driver slices.

We highlight that all other works cited in Tab. 3.1 except for [46] are in-
tended for consumer electronics, not for automotive. At the same time, the
high programmability offers the possibility to tune the transmitter impedance
and weights over all possible technology corners, extremely simplifying the
design of the corresponding receiver and significantly lowering also its power
consumption. In fact, the equalization capability is exactly where our trans-
mitter outdistances from the others. The driver and predriver alone consume
0.633 pJ/bit, whereas the shift-register, tap sign selection, switch matrix and re-
sampling consume 0.855 pJ/bit. Remaining power consumption (0.762 pJ/bit)
derives from LDO and clock tree, the latter being power-hungry due to the
presence of the re-sampling stage.
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Figure 3.12: Eye diagram at the output of the transmitter resulting from the
transistor level, post-layout simulation. VDD = 1V. An internal PRBS-12 signal
has been used as input data. The tap weights has been set as w0 = 9

16 , w1 =

− 3
16 , w3 = 1

16 , w4 = − 2
16 and w5 = 1

16 . The red lines represent the 16 voltage
levels at the center of the eye.
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Table 3.1: BENCHMARKING OF TRANSMITTER PERFORMANCE WITH LITERATURE

This work [66] [52] [62] [51] [26] [71] [56] [67] [39] [97] [40]
Tx Arch. SST SST SST SST SST SST SST VM CM CM CM CM

Technology [nm] 28 40 90 65 22 32-SOI 28 90 90 28 28 65
Data Rate [Gbps] 10 2.5 6.25 8.5 16|32 28 56.2 5 10 20 40 64.5
TX Eq. [FFE Taps] 8 2 none 2 3 4 2 PWM-based 4 2 2 4

Eye Height [VPKPK−DIFF] 0.3 0.9 0.125 1 0.515|0.630 1.05 0.2 0.66 1 0.5 0.32 0.85
Efficiency [pJ/bit] 2.25 3.35 0.8 11.3 4.6|6.4 7.75 1.87 3.1 7 6.5 6.15 3.1

VDD [V] 1 1.25 1 1.5 0.9|1.07 1.1 0.96 1.1 1.2 1.35 1.1 1.2
Area [mm2] 0.05∗ 1§ 0.535§ 0.0682∗ 0.08|0.08§ 0.81† 1.4‡ 0.627£ 0.16∗ 0.12§ 0.81† 1.2∗

Layout area includes the following parts: ∗ Only TX, § TX+RX+PLL, † TX+RX+PLL/4, ‡ TX+RX, £ TX+PLL
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Figure 3.13: Scheme of the predriver and driver slices on the right of Fig. 2.27.
Each driver slice is supplied by the LDO output (nominally, 400 mV). The chan-
nel has 100 Ω differential resistance.

3.6 Analysis of the effect of parasitic inductances

In the following sections, we use transistor level and system level simulations
of such transmitter coupled with s-parameters description of realistic channels
obtained by accurate electromagnetic simulations to assess the performance of
the link and the effectiveness of FFE in presence of realistic parasitic induc-
tance on the supply connections [55] in a scenario where the chip is bonded
into its package, showing that they have a non-negligible impact on the link
performance and tend to cancel the benefits of FFE. To our best knowledge, a
systematic study of the impact of supply inductance on serial link transmitters
has not been presented so far and complements similar analysis [56] devoted
to the effect of parasitic inductance on interconnects. Thanks to the presence
of the re-sampling stage that eliminates all jitter up to that point, we can just
focus on the supply inductances present on the driver slices, as shown in Fig.
3.13
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Figure 3.14: S21 (a) and pulse response (b) for three different channels: board
and 50 Ω termination (blue curve), board, cable and 50 Ω termination (red
curve) and package, board, cable and 50 Ω termination (green curve). The
cable is a 10 cm long Samtec cable and the package is a BGA.

Table 3.2: Tap weights for FFE for the channels considered in Fig. 3.14.

Board Board+Cable Package+Board+Cable
w(-1) -0.003 -0.0243 -0.0464
w(0) 0.8638 0.8298 0.7865
w(1) -0.08 -0.0627 -0.0203
w(2) -0.002 -0.0458 -0.0894
w(3) 0.0215 0.0131 0.0384
w(4) -0.0214 -0.0076 -0.0069
w(5) 0.0032 0.0074 -0.0101
w(6) 0.0052 -0.0092 0.0020

3.6.1 Selection of the FFE taps

In order to evaluate the improvement obtained with FFE and the detrimental
effect of supply parasitic inductance, we have to adapt the method introduced
in Chapter 2 to our transistor design specifications. Once again, we have con-
sidered three realistic channels, whose |S21|, as obtained from EM simulations
with Ansys SIWave [45] is shown in Fig. 3.14a. We consider a system com-
posed by package+board+cable and some of its subsystems (board alone and
board+cable). The overview of the package, a BGA used for automotive appli-
cations, as it appears in SIWave is reported in Fig. 3.15.

After simulating the response to a 100ps pulse (using the software ANSYS
Electronic Desktop [44]), see Fig. 3.14b, we use Eq. 2.13 to obtain the weights
of the FFE taps. The resulting wi from Eq. 2.13 are reported in Tab. 3.2 and

have to be quantized in steps of 1
16 .

In the following, we will compare system level simulations where PRBS
transmission is implemented using a parametric high-level transmitter model
built-in into ANSYS Electronic Desktop and s-param representation of the chan-
nel with a more involved (and time-consuming) procedure, where the s-param
description of the channel and the transistor level description of the circuit (in-
cluding layout parasitics) are coupled together [46]. The rise and fall times
of the high-level transmitter model have been adjusted in order to match the
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Figure 3.15: Overview of a BGA292 package as it appears in Ansys SIWave.

pulse at the output of the transmitter as obtained from the transistor level sim-
ulations without VDD and VSS inductance, as can be seen in Fig. 3.16. We
include in all simulations (transistor level and system level, for all channels)
the bonding inductance (1nH) on the output pad and the corresponding pad
capacitance (300fF).

3.6.2 Results without VDD and VSS inductance

Here we compare the performance extracted from the eye diagram considering
the full transistor level description of the transmitter or its replacement with its
system level description. We set to zero the VDD and VSS inductance. The value
k of the active slices among the 12 available is set to 5. Sample eye diagrams
with and without FFE are reported in Fig. 3.17.

Fig. 3.18 shows the jitter and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the three chan-
nels of Fig. 3.14 without activating FFE. As expected, channels with larger
attenuation show larger jitter and reduced SNR. We also see that system level
and transistor level simulations provide similar results, consistently with the
matched pulses shown in Fig.3.16. We observe jitter also without channel since
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between pulse response at the output of the trans-
mitter as obtained from the transistor level simulations without VDD and VSS

inductance (red curve) and pulse response as obtained from high-level trans-
mitter model (green curve).

we have included the bonding inductance and the capacitance on the signal
pads.

When we activate FFE, Fig. 3.19, SNR improves, whereas the jitter does not.
This is expected, since the ZFM (Eq. 2.10) targets opening in the center of the
eye (see Fig. 3.17). Furthermore, the effectiveness of the FFE is affected by the
need to quantize the value of the tap weights (blue vs green bars in Fig. 3.19)
as required by the use of a finite number of driver slices.

The agreement between transistor level and system level simulations is
good in Fig. 3.19 as was in Fig. 3.18, provided the tap weights are quantized
in the system level simulations (green vs red bars). A designer can thus exploit
system level simulations in an early phase of study, since these are on average
thousand times faster than transistor level ones.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between eye diagrams obtained with Transistor Level
simulations without FFE (up) and with FFE activated (bottom). Both eye dia-
grams refer to the channel composed by package, board and cable and without
considering the inductance on VDD and VSS.
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Figure 3.18: Peak-to-Peak Jitter (width of the horizontal histogram across the
eye-crossing point) and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (difference between the average
’1’ and ’0’ levels divided by the sum of the standard deviations of the two levels
at the center of the eye) for all channels when FFE is not applied. System (TX
modeled as a PRBS generator as available in Ansys Electronic Desktop) and
transistor level simulations.
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Figure 3.19: Peak-to-Peak Jitter and Signal-to-Noise Ratio as Fig. 3.18 but with
FFE. The blue curves report results of system level simulations in which the
equalization weights wi have not been quantized, the green curves of sys-
tem level simulations in which equalization weights wi have been quantized

in steps of 1
16 and the orange ones of transistor level simulations having the

same wi quantized in steps of 1
16 .
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3.6.3 Results including VDD and VSS inductance

Current peaks as large as 8mA (referred to the DC current) and with dura-
tion of less than 1ns are observed in the transistor-level simulations (Fig. 3.20),
pointing out the importance of considering the parasitic supply inductance on
VDD and VSS. We have also included typical parasitic series resistance (0.4-0.8
Ω per supply domain), but they do not play any role (not shown). The his-
togram in Fig. 3.21 refer to a situation when FFE is activated and shows that
the presence of the parasitic inductance significantly increases the jitter and
degrades the SNR. This can be observed (for the specific channel with pack-
age+board+cable) in the eye diagrams in Fig. 3.22. Comparison between Fig.
3.21 and Fig. 3.19 shows that the supply inductance partly cancels the per-
formance enhancement associated with FFE: the time- and patter-dependent
voltage drop results in additional ISI.

To further investigate the effect of the parasitic inductance, we plot in Fig.
3.23 the jitter and SNR for different values of k (number of activated replica of
the vector of 16 slices). The figure also summarizes some of the findings of the
previous analysis. We see that:

i) FFE has a minor impact on jitter;
ii) the effect of parasitic inductance on jitter is large;
iii) even when FFE is not activated, the effect of the parasitic inductance on

SNR is large;
iv) the parasitic inductance tends to hamper the SNR improvement associ-

ated to FFE.
About the effect of increasing k, SNR is enhanced and jitter is reduced (ex-

cept than the case of FFE with inductance where the jitter is almost constant),
mainly because the lower output resistance of the driver results in larger sig-
nals at the output. The corresponding impedance mismatch, however is ex-
pected to have a detrimental effect in the presence of impedance discontinuities
along the line or at the receiver side (that here is assumed to be an ideal 100Ω

differential load), since this would result in multiple reflections (i.e. additional
ISI).
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Figure 3.20: Current spikes on both supply domains (VDD and VDD2
) and VSS. For each supply domain, along with the current consump-

tion, also the voltage curves are reported, so to highlight the correlation between current and L dI
dt voltage drops.
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Figure 3.21: Effect of VDD and VSS parasitic inductance on both Peak-to-Peak
Jitter and Signal-to-Noise Ratio when FFE is applied. All results refer to tran-
sistor level simulations. Medium Ind. means L=0.4nH on VDD and L=0.2nH on
VSS, whereas Large Ind. means 0.8nH and 0.2nH on VDD and VSS, respectively.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison between eye diagrams obtained with transistor level
simulations for different VDD and VSS parasitic inductance: no inductance
(top), Medium Ind. (middle) and Large Ind. (bottom). All eye diagrams refer
to the channel composed by package, board and cable of Fig. 3.14 and are ob-
tained with FFE activated. The weights wi used are the ones reported in the
rightmost column of Tab. 3.2.
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Figure 3.23: Effect of the number k of activated slices on Peak-to-Peak Jitter and
SNR for the channel composed by package, board and cable.
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3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described the transistor level design of a 8-tap FFE
10Gbps transmitter [57] and assessed its capability to operate with realistic
channels by means of back-checking with the methodology proposed in Chap-
ter 2. First, we analyzed the performances of the single blocks as from post-
layout simulations and checked the correctness of the resulting eye diagram
at the output of the transmitter. Then, we have compared the performances
of our transmitter with the literature, highlighting how the power consump-
tion and the equalization capability align this work with the state-of-the-art.
Finally, we have focused on the effect of parasitic inductances on the perfor-
mances of the transmitter, especially on the eye diagram parameters. Keeping
under control the supply parasitic inductance is mandatory in order to fully
exploit the advantages of feed-forward equalization. For the particular case
under study, keeping the VDD inductance below 0.4nH and the VSS inductance
around 0.2nH allows recovering an almost ideal situation. When these induc-
tances are low, efficient system level simulations provide accurate performance
estimation (in terms of eye parameters such as jitter and SNR) comparable to
more accurate (but time consuming) transistor level analysis.



Chapter 4

Experimental
Characterization of the
Transmitter

In this chapter we analyze the results of the measurements of two differ-
ent test-chips of the 10Gbps transmitter, the first one (in the following called
RMTX) taped-out after the design described in the previous chapter, the sec-
ond one(in the following called InnoTC) already containing the full link. For
each one of the two test-chips, we will start with a quick overview of the test-
chip, then pass to the eye diagrams obtained with different timing settings,
with and without FFE.

4.1 RMTX Test-Chip Overview

Fig. 4.1 shows the structure of RMTX test-chip, taped out in March 2017 and
started to be measured in August 2017. The 10Gbps transmitter can be seen
on the left of the picture, at the left of to the two high speed output pads. The
area of the test-chip is 0.98mm2, but it can be seen that the pads are occupying
almost half of the test-chip area, whereas a large portion is occupied by the
20GHz free-running VCOs which supplies the clock to the transmitter, after
this being divided by 2. At the last stage of development, the chip has been
integrated with a hybrid SPI/JTAG interface in order to program the settings
for both VCO and transmitter. The remaining area has been filled with decou-
pling capacitance, both high and low-Q in ratio 1:1, for a total of roughly 40pF
for each one of the two power domains.
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Figure 4.1: Layout view of the RMTX test-chip. On the top and the bottom
of the test-chip analog and digital pads can be seen, whereas on the left-hand
side two high speed output pads are present. On the low side of the picture,
the hybrid SPI/JTAG interface can be seen (yellow). On the right side, the VCO
and its coil are occupying a big chunk of the area.
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4.3 InnoTC Overview

The layout of this test-chip and its description will be discussed in Chapter 6,
however there are four major differences between the two test-chips for what
concerns the transmitter. The first one is that the only available PRBS sequence
is a PRBS32, which is not recognizable as pattern by our scope: this means that
all jitter analysis have not been available for these measurements, thus we can-
not separate the various jitter components. The second one is that a different
decoupling concept has been used: for each one of the two transmitter supply
domain, 105.6pF of high-Q and 105.6pF of low-Q decoupling capacitance have
been used, so to be sure not to see any jitter effect related to self-induced noise
on the power supply due to parasitic inductance.

The third one is that for each power supply two pads have been used, so to
reduce the parasitic supply inductance by a factor of 2. Anyway, the bondwires
for this test-chip are longer than for RMTX (circa 2-3mm), so that in the end
for each power supply domain we end up having comparable parasitic supply
inductances compared to what we had in RMTX (roughly 1-1.5nH). Finally, the
clock is not directly supplied by a free-running VCO, but from a digital PLL on
chip, which takes itself the clock from a DCO. Anyway, we don’t expect to see
a big difference between the RMS jitter for the two cases, given the fact that
the PLL used is designed for radar applications, so the phase noise of such a
PLL is not much higher than the one of a free-running VCO and anyway much
smaller than the one of PLLs normally used for such transmission speeds.

4.4 InnoTC Measurements Results

Fig. 4.5 shows an eye diagram for the transmitter without FFE with a voltage
supply of 0.95V for both power domains. The VCO has been set to obtain the
highest possible oscillation frequency, roughly 18.4GHz, so that the transmitter
is actually running at 9.23Gbps. Compared to Fig. 4.3, there are a differences:
first of all, the transmitter placed on InnoTC is capable of operating at much
lower supply voltage. In fact, 0.95V is the voltage we set at the external sup-
ply and, even if the detrimental effect of supply inductance has been almost
completely removed, the measurement setup for this test-chip consist of many
more components that contribute to IR supply drop and IR drop due to the
power distribution is much bigger due to the fact that the circuit placed on this
second test-chip is much bigger, therefore also the power distribution lines are
way longer. In fact, post-layout RC-extracted simulations hint the supply that
reaches the chip pin is on average roughly 10% lower than what placed on the
external power supply: so, for 0.95V external supply, we can expect that the
supply the chip effectively sees is roughly 0.85V. The eye amplitude is there-
fore much lower, both because the power supply is lower and only six replicas
have been turned on, compared to the 12 we had turned on in Fig. 4.3. We
recall that, in nominal conditions, the LDO output voltage, therefore also the
eye amplitude, should be roughly 380mV.

Anyway, the eye looks greatly improved: in fact, the horizontal opening is
much better in InnoTC than in RMTX (80.1ps vs 64.5ps), and gets even better
when factoring the different speed between Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.3. The eye of
InnoTC shows an eye opening of 0.74UI, compared to the 0.57UI we had in
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Figure 4.7: On top, measured eye diagram at the output of the transmitter with
nine active replicas for a supply voltage of 1.05V on both power domains when
all 16 FFE levels are activated. On the bottom, the corresponding measured
voltage levels FFE weights are w0 = 0.56255, w1 = −0.125, w2 = −0.125,
w3 = −0.0625, w4 = −0.0625 and w5 = −0.0625. The transmission speed is
2.3Gbps. The levels show good linearity of the transmitter output voltage.
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After that, our analysis focused on the dependence of the eye diagram pa-
rameters on the supply voltage. Fig. 4.10 and fig. 4.11 show the horizontal
and vertical opening of the eye diagram at a transmission speed of 9.23Gbps,
respectively. Both cases where the driver is under the LDO supply (blue curve)
and directly connected to VDD (red curve) are shown. Fig. 4.10 shows that the
width of the eye diagram with and without LDO are comparable, thus the LDO
is not giving us a big help eliminating jitter: this is a direct consequence of the
fact that the supply is now well decoupled from the effect of parasitic induc-
tances, therefore the PSR action of the LDO at high frequency is not so relevant.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.11, as expected the vertical opening of the eye diagram
greatly improve when bypassing the LDO. We underline that the driver doesn’t
reach full swing when connected directly to VDD because of the NN slice: in
fact, the pull-up network in this case should be done with a P-MOS. Using a
NN slice, the N-MOS forming the pull-up network is working in saturation
and this greatly reduces the swing of the driver, limiting it from reaching rail-
to-rail operation. For the same reason of having a NN slice, increasing VDD

the vertical opening increases drastically, confirming that the pull-up N-MOS
operates in saturation region.
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Figure 4.10: Measured normalized horizontal opening at the transmitter output
with nine active replicas for different values of VDD. The transmission speed
is 9.23Gbps. FFE has not been activated. Both cases where the driver is under
the LDO or directly connected to VDD are shown.

Fig. 4.12 shows the height-to-amplitude ratio for the same 9.23Gbps trans-
mission speed versus VDD. The amplitude is defined as the difference between
the mean of the ’1’ level and the mean of ’0’ level, therefore this figure of
merit is indicating how clean the levels ’1’ and ’0’ are visible: a high height-
to-amplitude ratio indicates a better SNR. As expected, this doesn’t change
with the power supply in the case with LDO, where it improves with increas-
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ing VDD when the driver is directly connected to the supply due to the increase
in vertical opening. Finally, the power consumption at 9.23Gbps for different
VDD is shown in Fig. 4.13. The higher power consumption for the case with-
out the LDO is due to the increase in the driver power consumption when it is
directly connected to VDD.
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Figure 4.11: Measured vertical opening at the transmitter output with nine
active replicas for different values of VDD. The transmission speed is 9.23Gbps.
FFE has not been activated. Both cases where the driver is under the LDO or
directly connected to VDD are shown.
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Figure 4.12: Measured height-to-amplitude ratio at the transmitter output with
nine active replicas for different values of VDD. The amplitude is defined as
the difference between the mean of the ’1’ level and the mean of ’0’ level. The
transmission speed is 9.23Gbps. FFE has not been activated. Both cases where
the driver is under the LDO or directly connected to VDD are shown.
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Figure 4.13: Measured normalized power consumed by the transmitter with
nine active replicas for different values of VDD. The transmission speed is
9.23Gbps. Both cases where the driver is under the LDO or directly connected
to VDD are shown.
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The next step of the transmitter characterization has been the analysis of
the effect on the eye diagram parameters of activating a different number of
replicas. The results of such analysis are shown in Figg. 4.14-4.16. Fig. 4.14
indicates that, as expected, there is no strong dependence of the eye width on
the number of active replicas. The same thing doesn’t hold for the vertical
opening: in fact, fig. 4.15 shows that the eye height increases when increasing
the number of active replicas. Also this effect is expected, since by activating
more replicas we are lowering the equivalent output resistance of the driver,
so the current on the driver side of the resistive divider increases, therefore the
transmitter output voltage increases. By increasing the current drawn by the
driver, we are also increasing the power consumed by the transmitter, which is
what we see in fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.14: Measured normalized horizontal opening at the transmitter out-
put for different number of active replicas for VDD=1V. The transmission speed
is 9.23Gbps. FFE has not been activated. Both cases where the driver is un-
der the LDO or directly connected to VDD are shown. The green dashed line
indicates the number of replicas that should be activated in order to match
50Ω under nominal conditions (typical-typical technology corner, 900mV chip
supply, 25◦C).
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Figure 4.15: Measured vertical opening at the transmitter output for different
number of active replicas for VDD=1V. The transmission speed is 9.23Gbps.
FFE has not been activated. Both cases where the driver is under the LDO or
directly connected to VDD are shown. The green dashed line indicates the num-
ber of replicas that should be activated in order to match 50Ω under nominal
conditions.
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Figure 4.16: Measured normalized power consumed by the transmitter for
different number of active replicas for VDD=1V. The transmission speed is
9.23Gbps. Both cases where the driver is under the LDO or directly connected
to VDD are shown. The green dashed line indicates the number of replicas that
should be activated in order to match 50Ω under nominal conditions.
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Finally, figg. 4.17-4.19 show the degradation of the eye diagram parameters
when increasing the transmission speed. In order to perform these measure-
ments, the clock provided to the transmitter has been divided by two and by
four, so to obtain transmission speeds of 4.6Gbps and 2.3Gbps, respectively.
Fig. 4.17 and fig. 4.18 show how both horizontal and vertical opening improve
when reducing the transmission speed. The fact that the horizontal width im-
proves is quite trivial, whereas the fact that the vertical opening improves is not
so obvious. We believe that this decrease in vertical opening when the trans-
mission speed is increased is given by the IR drop on the power distribution
lines: in fact, when increasing the transmission speed, also the current drawn
from the supply increases, bringing to a reduced effective supply as seen by
the chip. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that this decrease in
vertical opening is more pronounced when the driver is directly connected to
VDD, which increases the amplitude of the spikes of the current drawn by the
driver.
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Figure 4.17: Measured normalized horizontal opening at the transmitter output
with nine active replicas for different transmission speed for VDD=1V. FFE has
not been activated. Both cases where the driver is under the LDO or directly
connected to VDD are shown.
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Figure 4.18: Measured vertical opening at the transmitter output with nine
active replicas for different transmission speed for VDD=1V. FFE has not been
activated. Both cases where the driver is under the LDO or directly connected
to VDD are shown.
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Figure 4.19: Measured normalized power consumed by the transmitter with
nine active replicas for different transmission speed for VDD=1V. Both cases
where the driver is under the LDO or directly connected to VDD are shown.





Chapter 5

System and Transistor Level
Design of the Receiver

As we have already said, channels with different characteristics, including
ones with many connectors introducing notches in the S21, may be employed in
automotive environment, which demand for advanced equalization strategies
with high reconfigurability [57]-[27]-[58]. As a consequence, linear equaliza-
tion as IIR in the receiver must be combined with DFE [35], especially at high
data rates.

The typical HSSI receiver architecture is shown in Fig. 5.1. DFE is em-
ployed as non-linear equalization technique, where the information about the
previous reconstructed bits is used to mitigate the effects of ISI on the currently
received bit. The feedback loop relative to the first post-cursor (h1 in Fig.5.1)
has very stringent timing constraints, so that speculative DFE (loop-unrolling)
is often employed at high data rates [33]-[29]-[31]. The architecture of a full-rate
receiver with loop-unrolled DFE is shown in Fig. 5.2.

The receiver in Fig.5.1 works at full-rate (i.e. clock frequency equal to the
data-rate). Half-rate clocks are required to relax timing [59], save power and
simplify the latches. The architecture of a very basic half-rate receiver without
DFE is shown in Fig. 5.3. Combining loop-unrolling DFE, CDR and half-rate
architecture at high-data rates is challenging. In particular, DFE opens the re-
ceived eye diagram at the sampling points. However, it has detrimental effects
on the edges distribution of the partial response signals, making difficult the
use of bang-bang digital CDR [60]. Edges can be sampled before the DFE sum-
mer, however requiring enhanced samplers’ sensitivity and transition filtering,
that reduces the bandwidth of the CDR [47].

In this chapter, we propose a new design for a half-rate receiver with 4-tap
DFE (one speculative) for HSSI at 10Gb/s for automotive applications which is
able to employ the edge samples from the speculative DFE paths to adapt the
CDR while still keeping high CDR bandwidth.
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5.1 Structure of the receiver

In this section we will motivate the general choices about the structure of the
receiver. The transistor level design will be then analyzed in detail in a later
section of this chapter.

5.1.1 Input Amplifying Stage

The first block that we meet in the receiver is the input amplifying stage, which
can be just as simple as a single stage CTLE or a much more complicated cir-
cuit. CTLE is present in almost all high-speed transceivers in literature: a good
CTLE should feature the possibility of having a good gain at Nyquist frequen-
cies with respect to low frequencies, low input referred noise and low DC offset
[61]. However, some works [62]- [59] claim that CTLE amplifies also HF noise
and crosstalk in addition of extra-power needed, resulting in both being am-
plified with respect to the eye diagram opening. For this reason, they normally
have a DFE-IIR doing the same job (or even having more than one IIR [63]):
however, we have decided that the amount of required CTLE in our case is not
such to justify such a non-conventional solution.

In front of the first amplifying block, an AC coupling is needed in order to
set the bias point independently from the one of the received data [64]- [58].
However, long sequences of 1s or 0s at the input of the receiver may induce
a transient shift of the low-frequency part of the received signal after the AC
coupling itself, which in turn becomes reduced sensitivity for the receiver. In
order to avoid this problem, many circuital solutions have been proposed [64]-
[58] [65], but we decided to solve it by encoding the transmitted data with the
already introduced "8b10b encoding" [17], so that the maximum length of a
sequence of identical bits in a row is five. Along with this, an on-board AC
coupling capacitance of 25nF has been used.

A conventional solution for an amplifying stage is proposed by [29] and
is sketched in Fig. 5.4. After a T-coil peaking, a parallel amplifier for a wide
range of input signal levels and a two-stage peaking amplifier, described more
in detail in Fig. 5.5, are employed. A similar solution can be found also in [66].

Figure 5.4: Input Amplifying Stage as presented in [29].
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Figure 5.5: Two-stages peaking amplifier used in [29]. The first stage presents
capacitively coupled parallel stages, the second has zero-peaked topology with
switched cap degeneration. In the first stage, RC source degeneration for im-
proved linearity and bandwidth extension is present.

In literature, many more complicated solutions are presented: [67] and [68]
propose a CTLE that demuxes the full-rate data stream to following stages
working at half-rate; [69] presents a source-degenerated CTLE followed by
a 5-stages limiting amplifier; [52] shows a CTLE formed by a high-frequency
equalizer, formed by a source-degenerated differential pair, and a low-frequency
equalizer with a shunt inductor, which is a not suitable solution for an automo-
tive product; finally, some other works [70]-[71] use active peaking as a mean
of adding a programmable boosting high-frequency gain after a degenerated-
source differential pair.

Anyway, all these proposed solutions are meant to be used for much higher
speed than what we require, and are also more power hungry and less ro-
bust. For this reason, we decided to implement a single-stage RC source-
degenerated differential pair CTLE, similar to the first peaking stage of [29]
and [66].

5.1.2 Half-Rate, CDR and DFE

As said both in Chapter 1 and in the introduction to this chapter, at high-speed
it’s almost impossible to analyze separately the following three aspects of a
receiver: whether it should be full-rate or half-rate, its CDR scheme and the
DFE.

A very basic idea of how a full-rate and a half-rate receiver work is sketched
in Fig. 5.6. The main difference between the two is that in the full-rate one, a
full-rate clock (in our case, 10GHz) is used to sample both data and edges,
whereas in a half-rate architecture two different half-rate clocks (in our case,
5GHz) shifted in phase of 90◦, are used, one for sampling the data, the other
one for the edges. These two clocks are usually called clock I and clock Q.

Even with a deep investigation of the literature, it’s impossible to find a
10Gbps full-rate receiver architecture, because the analog path of the circuit
would be too power hungry and it would be extremely difficult to cope with
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Figure 5.6: Sketch highlighting the main difference in terms of clocking scheme
between full-rate and half-rate receivers. The dotted lines show the data and
edge sampling instants.
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the timing of the first DFE tap. For these reasons, people started investigating
on half-rate [72], [73], [62], [59] and quarter-rate [29], [30], [74] architectures.
The first ones seem anyway more suited to our target speed, avoiding also an
unnecessary complexity overhead.

Regarding the CDR, the literature showing the circuital implementation
is in fact very old and the focus nowadays is completely on the algorithm
side [52]. There are very few paper describing the transistor level design of
the CDR [75], [64] and they don’t vary that much one from another: a good
overview has already been given in chapter one. An in-depth analysis of the
state-of-the-art CDR algorithms and our proposed one will follow in the next
section.

Finally, concerning DFE, we decide to avoid using IIR [76] because it’s more
suited for long silicon channels as said in the introduction. Our idea would be
to share the equalization duties between transmitter and receiver, using for cer-
tain taps FFE, for some others DFE, as already done by [31], [33]. At 10Gbps
the speed forces us to use the loop-unrolling technique, which we already in-
troduced before. There are works that unroll up to three taps [61], [29], [66],
[31], but this introduces a significant overhead in both area and power con-
sumption, so to make this option not too attractive for our speed target. We
decided to go with a more-traditional 1-tap loop-unrolled DFE [58], [74], [77].

Finally, the summers have been realized with a traditional current-mode
architecture [74], which we will analyze later on when describing the transistor
level design.

5.1.3 Architecture of the Receiver

The block diagram of the DFE and sampling portion of the proposed receiver is
sketched in Fig.5.7. For simplicity, only the even path is shown. Loop-unrolling
requires two summers per path. The tap h1 is speculative and the selection
between +h1 and −h1 is decided by the output of the other path. Feedback
loops and shift registers within the same path are used for h2 and h4, while
h3 requires crossing between even and odd path. We limit the DFE to 4 taps
based on the system level analysis carried out in [78] showing that, for channels
typical for board-to-board communication in automotive, the pulse response
does not extend significantly outside the 4th post-cursor, as shown also in Figs.
2.13-3.14b).

At the bottom of Fig.5.7 we can see the additional latches needed for edge
sampling, to be input to CDR algorithm together with the data samples. Notice
that, as we will detail in the next section, we consider the edges at the output
of all summers (4 in total). A four phases, half-rate (i.e. 5GHz) clock samples
data and edges. Fig. 5.8 shows how these 5GHz four-phases are generated. A
digital PLL outputs a 10GHz into a clock divider, which outputs a four-phases,
5GHz clock. These four phases are fed into two phase interpolators, one for
clock I phases, the other one for clock Q phases. Both are controlled by the
CDR and align their output clock edges with the data stream.
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receiver using loop-unrolled DFE. To the far left, the data coming out from a
CTLE are the input to this part of the circuit. The sampled data and edges are
then sent to the deserializer.
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Figure 5.8: Sketch of the clocking scheme of the receiver. A digital PLL out-
puts a 10GHz clock into a clock divider: from there on, only 5GHz clocks are
distributed.
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5.2 CDR Algorithm

We consider digital CDR with transition-based phase detection. In the presence
of ISI this requires transition filtering [60]. If the channel introduces significant
ISI only on four post-cursors or less, as in our case, this would imply discarding
a lot of bit sequences (only the pattern 101010 is useful), resulting in very low
CDR bandwidth. This is due to the fact that a transition-based phase detection
needs transitions that are symmetric around 0V in order to work correctly, and
this is not the case if the channel introduces ISI.

To avoid interactions between DFE and CDR and leverage exact transition
filtering, one should sample the edge transitions before the DFE summer [79],
however increasing the load capacitance of the first stage of the receiver (the
continuous-time-linear-equalizer) and thus in turn reducing its bandwidth. Not
surprisingly, many algorithms have been proposed for CDR in the presence of
DFE to reduce the need for transition filtering [60]-[52]-[80]-[79], but they rely
on adaptive techniques, whereas the focus of this work is to propose a phase
detection algorithm for CDR which is stable also when (simpler) non-adaptive
DFE is used.
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Figure 5.9: Scheme of the CDR circuit. Three packets of 40 bits enter the digital
state machine: even and odd data, as well as even and edges for all speculative
paths. The CDR circuit controls a phase-interpolator through a PI counter and
a PI decoder.

The block diagram of the CDR is sketched in Fig.5.9, whereas the state di-
agram of the phase detection (PD) algorithm is in Fig.5.10. The first step of
the PD is to find a 3-bit clock pattern (101 or 010) in a packet of 40 bit (four
bytes of information encoded with a 8b10b encoding). In the selected pattern
we analyze the second transition (e.g. 1 → 0 in the 010 pattern, see Fig.5.11),
where there is a symmetry between the speculative paths (+h1 and -h1) at the
edge sampling instant compared to the first transition (e.g. the 0 → 1 in the
010 pattern, compare the horizontal arrows in Fig.5.11). If the sampling point
is optimally set, the +h1 edge sampler will sample a 1, the -h1 edge sampler
will sample a 0 (Fig. 5.12 a)). In this case, the phase detector outputs (early or
late) will both be 0. If both edge samples are equal to the second bit of the 3-bits
clock pattern, then the early output of the PD will go high (Fig. 5.12 b)). If both
edge samples are equal to the third bit of the 3-bits clock pattern, then the late
output of the PD will go high (Fig. 5.12 c)).
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Figure 5.10: Phase detection algorithm as implemented in this work.
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Figure 5.11: Results of circuit simulations (see Section 5.3). The differential
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input of the samplers in the even data path, are shown, along with the data
(full lines) and edge (dashed lines) sampling instants.
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data transitions +h1 and −h1. a)+h1 edge sampler samples a 1, −h1 a zero:
the sampling point is optimally set; b)+h1 edge sampler samples a 1, −h1 too:
the sampling point is early; c) +h0 edge sampler samples a 0, −h1 a one: the
sampling point is late.

The output of the PD is not directly fed into the PI counter. An early/late
decision is taken after the averaging: the voting block does a majority voting
on averaging decisions of the PD, and the output to the PI counter increases by 1
if Early was the majority, -1 if there were more Late and 0 otherwise. Averaging
is performed for two main reasons. First, because it is not guaranteed that a
3-bit clock pattern is present in a 40-bits packet, so without averaging the CDR
loop may be open for some time, and CDR bandwidth would be undefined.
Secondly, because, since the zero-crossing time depends on the random data
pattern preceding the three-bits (more than one post-cursor may be relevant)
filtered transition, the PD algorithm cannot give the correct results all the times.

In the frame of board-to-board communication with two different crystals
used for transmitter and receiver, averaging (navg) and crystal quality (preci-
sion ε) can be related as:

2 · ε · tS <
tS

navg · nPIsteps · nbitsperpacket

tS being the bit period, from where we find

navg <
1

2 · ε · nPIsteps · nbitsperpacket
(5.1)

where in our case nbitsperpacket=40 and the number of steps of the PI is 64. At
the same time we can compute the CDR bandwidth as

BWCDR '
fCK

navgnbitsperpacket
(5.2)

Fig. 5.13 is obtained directly from Eqs. (5.1)-(5.2) and shows that with rea-
sonable crystal quality, very low number of averages is allowed (3 for ε =100ppm).
In this respect, there is limited room for incorrect results coming out of the PD.

Finally, in order to get a better understanding of the mix between half-rate
architecture, CDR and DFE, a Simulink model of the whole receiver has been
implemented before designing the actual transistor level. A screen-shot of the
whole Simulink setup is shown in Fig. 5.14. The functioning of the structure
has been validated with a realistic input data sequence, in which ISI of a typical
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Figure 5.13: CDR Bandwidth vs quality of the crystal. The left axis reports the
number of 40-bit packets to be elaborated before taking a decision, therefore
giving the CDR bandwidth reported on the right axis.

automotive channel was accounted, showing the correct settling of the PI code
and the error-less reconstruction of the received data (see Fig. 5.15).
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5.3 Transistor level design and simulation results

In the following section, details on the transistor level implementation of the
single blocks of the receiver will be given. The technology used is the same
28nm planar CMOS technology used for the transmitter. To clarify better the
structure as explained until now, the timing diagram of the data and edge sam-
ples (so basically data and edge samples path as from Fig. 5.7, but for both odd
and even path) along the path are shown in Fig. 5.16.

5.3.1 Input Stage

The structure of the input stage is reported in Fig. 5.17.
The operating point of the CTLE is set via a resistive divider. The value

of the divider is trimmable in eight values, setting the biasing point from a

minimum of VDD
2 to a maximum of 2VDD

3 , value that can be set depending on
the differential peak-to-peak opening of the transmitted signal.

The DC biasing resistive divider is followed by a CTLE, realized as a RC
source-degenerated differential pair [66]. The peak frequency and the boost
gain can be tuned by means of a 3-bits trimmable capacitance and a 2-bits
trimmable resistance, so to compensate for PVT variations. Along with these
settings, also the current is 4-bits trimmable. For channels with small attenua-
tion, it is possible to switch off the CTLE and have it working as a conventional
differential pair. Since this equalization scheme does not aim to equalize chan-
nels having a very big loss (not expected for a Nyquist frequency of 5GHz),
our main goal was not to have a high boost at high-frequency, whereas to have
very similar transfer function for the CTLE over all PVT corners. The transfer
function of the CTLE for PVT corners is reported in Fig. 5.18. The variations in
the transfer function depending on the trimming bits are reported in Fig. 5.19.
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Figure 5.16: Timing for the half-rate receiver of which only the even path was shown in Fig. 5.7. For clarity, here only one sample between
plus and minus has been shown. SAMPLERDATAEVEN

, SAMPLERDATAODD
, SAMPLEREDGEEVEN

, SAMPLEREDGEODD
are the output after

the first samplers the data and edge meet in Fig. 5.7. MUXDATAEVEN
and MUXDATAODD

are the data samples after the two speculative
samples have passed the mux. DOUTEVEN

and DOUTODD
are the data after the final data sampler, ready to be sent to the deserializers of

Fig. 5.9, and same goes for EOUTEVEN
and EOUTODD

, where again only one between the speculative minus and plus has been shown.
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Figure 5.17: Structure of the receiver input stage, including DC biasing and
CTLE implemented as an RC source degenerated differential pair.
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Figure 5.18: Transfer function of the CTLE for different PVT corners and fixed
RC degeneration settings. Blue curve is the nominal case (VDD = 900mV, 25◦C,
top-top technology corner), red curve is the worst case (VDD = 800mV, -40◦C,
slow-slow technology corner) and the green curve is the best case (VDD = 1V,
175◦C, fast-fast technology corner).
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others settings are fixed. The arrows indicate increasing values for resistance,
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gain and the frequency of the boost and biasing current changes influence the
whole transfer function.
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5.3.2 DFE Timing

In this section, we will analyze the timing of the signals regarding DFE, in
order to demonstrate that there is no issue with this part of the circuit. In all
this subsection we will refer to Fig. 5.20 and we will analyze five time instants,
named a, b, c, d and e in the figure. The analysis will be carried out for the
even data path, but can conversely be done for the odd data path.

Let’s start from time instant a): the transmitted bit b0 that is visible at the
differential input of the sampler (second panel) is a 1 and the previous one is a
0, therefore the positive +h1 speculative differential input (violet curve) should
be selected. The bits previously received are b−1=0, b−2=0, b−3=1 and b−4=1.
At a), we only care of the signal entering h2, h3 and h4 taps, since the h1 tap will
just decide which of the two speculative paths we will select out of the mux.
The selected one then enters the output latch of the even data path and will be
frozen at the next rising edge of the clock, so h1P

has time until c) to settle. In
fact, at a) we have that the input to h2P

, h3P
and h4P

are respectively 0, 1 and
1, so it’s fine. So h1P

should be ready and correct at c), since at this moment in
time b0 is frozen at the output latch: h1P

should be 0, and it is. So we know that
all DFE taps are correctly set when it comes to help in sampling correctly b0.

Now we can check the other aspect: does b0 operate correctly to help with
the equalization of the following bits? Does it arrive on time to be h1P

, h2P
, h3P

and h4P
for b1, b2, b3 and b4 respectively? Let’s start from the easiest, h2P

. At
b), b0 has been already shifted through the mux and the mux output is frozen
since the previous data coming from the odd path, DOUTPODD

, is frozen: so b0

is ready to be h2P
for b2 way before c), which is the timing instant at which

b2 arrives at the speculative samplers input. Let’s now focus on h1P
and h3P

:
we have seen that at c) b0 is frozen at the output latch of the even data path:
this means that it is ready to go also to the odd data path for playing the part
of h1P

and h3P
for b1 and b3, respectively. In fact, b1 is frozen at the output

latch of the odd data path only at d), so b0 is ready since 100ps for the right
selection on the mux of the odd data path. At the same time d), b3 is frozen at
the sampler on the odd data path and b0 is again ready since 100ps at the input
of a transparent latch which gets frozen at the same instant as the sampler (see
Fig. 5.7), so as long as the D-to-Q delay of the latch is below 100ps we are fine,
and we are well below this number (circa 30ps in the worst case). Finally, we
check what happens for h4P

: we have seen that at c) b0 is frozen at the output
latch, so it is ready at the h4 latch input as well, which starts to be transparent
at this moment. This latch will be frozen at d), so b0 is ready to be h4P

for b4

100ps before this instant.
Finally, we take a look at the glitch that occurs on the signal h2P

input
slightly after e). At e), the output latch (the one at rightmost in Fig. 5.7) of
the odd data stream starts to be transparent, so there might be a glitch in the
even data mux output, since there is a change in its selection signal. Anyway,
this glitch is not relevant because the mux output has to be frozen 100ps later
and ready 200ps later. Its value at e) has no meaning, since the output latch
input is open at this point in time. Concluding, this glitch does not hurt our
DFE process.
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a) b) c) d) e)

Diff Sampler Input +h1
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Diff Sampler Input -h1

DOUTP +h1
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DOUTPEVEN
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Figure 5.20: Timing for DFE signals. From top to bottom, the signals are the following: CLK0, positive +h1 speculative differential input
for data samplers, negative −h1 speculative differential input for data samplers, positive output of the positive speculative +h1 sampler,
positive output of the negative speculative −h1 sampler, positive output data coming from the odd data path (so this is the mux selection
signal in Fig. 5.7), positive input to h2P

tap, positive input to h3P
tap, positive input to h4P

tap, positive output data of the even data path
and positive output data at full rate (so to show the complete reconstruction of the data in the second panel).
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a)

b)

Main

Tap
hi taps

Figure 5.21: a) Schematic of a current-mode summer [74] and b) our transistor
level implementation with 4-taps DFE.

5.3.3 Summers, Comparators and PI

The summers have been realized with a traditional current-mode architecture
[74]. The basic schematic of this architecture is shown in Fig. 5.21 a), which is
the same used in our transistor level implementation reported in Fig. 5.21 b),
highlighting the four taps of DFE.

The important thing for the summer is that its output should reach its final
value as fast as possible for ISI cancellation to work properly. This time is set
by the RC constant highlighted in Fig. 5.21. For 10 Gbps half-rate RX, this RC
delay must be around 17ps [74], which sets a mutual constraint between drain
resistance of the main tap and output capacitance. Anyway, we are well below
this time constant, since we have just four small differential pair connected at
the output node, summing up to a CL of circa 3fF.

In this stage, we added a high level of programmability in order to offer a
variety of solutions: the current in the main tap of the summers can be trimmed
with 16 levels, and so does the current flowing in the DFE taps. The drain
resistances of the main summer feature 8 different trimmable levels, so that the
finest DFE correction that can be programmed is 6mV.

Comparators have been implemented in a classical double-tail topology,
whereas latches have been designed in the same pseudo-differential architec-
ture used in the transmitter [57]-[53]. The schematic of a latch is reported in
Fig. 5.22.

As already mentioned, the PI is implemented in a traditional fashion [21]
(see Fig. 5.23) and is divided in 64 steps. A DPLL, not described in this work,
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dp
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ckp

ckn

qn
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Figure 5.22: Schematic of a pseudo-differential latch used in the receiver.

provides a 10GHz clock, that then is divided down to 5GHz in four phases, as
already described in Fig. 5.8.

Figure 5.23: Schematic of the core of a traditional phase interpolator [21]. Cur-
rents I1-I4 are controlled via the 6-bits PI code set by the CDR algorithm.
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Figure 5.24: Schematic of the 2:40 deserializer used in the receiver.

5.3.4 Deserializers

All three deserializers have been implemented as 2:40 deserializers and their
schematic is reported in Fig. 5.24. Two serial data streams are taken as inputs
to be interleaved at the parallel data output. As can be seen in Fig. 5.25, the
data are parallelized in four stages with four different clocks with decreasing
frequency, generated in the clock division part of the circuit as shown in Fig.
5.26. Since the deserializer is taking as input two distinct serial data streams,
two different clock phases have to be used to latch these serial data in.

The data deserializer takes two serial data stream as inputs, even and odd:
for this reason, both CLK0 and CLK180 must be provided to the data dese-
rializer. On the contrary, the two edge deserializers take as input two serial
streams that can be latched with the same clock: the even edge deserializer
takes the plus and minus speculative even edges and interleaves them, and
same goes for the odd ones and the odd deserializer. In fact, both even edge
streams can be latched in with CLK90 and both odd edge streams with CLK270.
For symmetry and timing reasons, we don’t change the deserializer architec-
ture of the data deserializer to have just one clock as an input, but we provide
the same clock two times to the edge deserializers. Fig. 5.27 briefly summarizes
the timing of this block, which represents the interface between the analog and
the digital world: in fact, one of the 250MHz clocks that are generated inside
the deserializer is also used as a clock for the digital part.
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Figure 5.25: Zoom of Fig. 5.24 on the parallelization of the input data streams.
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Figure 5.26: Zoom of Fig. 5.24 on the divided clocks generation.
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Figure 5.27: Timing of clocks and outputs of the deserializer shown in Fig. 5.24.
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5.3.5 Timing of the CDR Algorithm

This section aims to add some transistor level insight on the CDR algorithm
already introduced in Section 5.2. In Fig. 5.28 we show some transistor level
waveforms that, along with the following explanation, should clarify the con-
cepts previously expressed.

From DOUTP stream, we see that the received data sequence is 00010101010.
In this analysis we focus on the fifth, sixth and seventh bit of this sequence, so
on a 010 pattern. At the timing instant c), we find the third bit of a 010 sequence
in DOUTP: this is the first step of our algorithm. We will refer to this three bit as
b0, b1 and b2. We see that, at c), b2, the second zero in the 010 sequence is frozen
at the rising edge of CLK0, so this is an even bit. This zero that we see now
frozen in DOUTP has actually been frozen at instant a) (200ps earlier than c))
at the two speculative samplers, of which we see the differential inputs in the
second panel. In the second step of the algorithm, we have to check the edge
samples to understand whether the sampling clock is well positioned or not.
We have just said that b2 is an even bit, so since we want to look at the transition
between b1 and b2, we have to check the edges sampled with CLK270, so at the
odd edges before b2, thus at EDGEODD+h1

and EDGEODD−h1
at timing instant

b). At this point in time, the two speculative odd edges EDGEODD+h1
and

EDGEODD−h1
are different between each other, therefore the sampling clock is

correctly positioned. We can actually check this by looking at a), where you
can see that the rising edge of CLK0 is correctly set with respect to the two
speculative differential inputs of the samplers.
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Figure 5.28: Transistor level waveforms to show the functioning of the CDR algorithm. From top to bottom, the signals are the follow-
ing: CLK0, positive +h1 speculative differential input for data samplers, negative −h1 speculative differential input for data samplers,
positive output data at full rate, positive +h1 even edge samples, negative −h1 even edge samples, positive +h1 odd edge samples and
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Figure 5.29: Data reconstruction of the receiver. The green curve shows the
differential input data at the receiver, the yellow curve the differential recon-
structed data. On top, the transmitted bits are shown.

5.3.6 Results with fixed PI code

All blocks have been singularly validated post-layout in all PVT corners. The
functioning of the receiver has been first tested by fixing the PI code to an
optimal value. The transmitter and the receiver have been connected by an
ideal channel, in order to check the basic functioning of the receiver structure.
Fig. 5.29 shows an error-less data reception, that at this point has been demon-
strated in all PVT corners (from VDD = 800mV, -40◦C, slow-slow technology
corner to VDD=1V, 175◦C, fast-fast technology corner).
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Figure 5.30: Final layout of the whole system. The total area is 0.125mm2,
whereas the area occupied by the receiver amounts to 0.05mm2.

5.3.7 Results with XA-VCS

To verify the proposed receiver topology and CDR algorithm, the whole RX
was assembled (Analog part, Digital part including CDR algorithm and JTAG
interface and Simplified Timing Shell, STS, which re-times the interface signals
between digital and analog) along with the post-layout transistor level model
of a TX [57] and the whole system was simulated using the simulator XA-VCS
[81]. The final layout of the structure is reported in Fig.5.30. These simula-
tions show a power consumption for the RX of 2.05mW/Gbps in nominal PVT
conditions (VDD=900mV, typical technology corner, 25◦C): the analog part of
the receiver (bias distribution, CTLE, DFE, summers, comparators) consumes
0.77mW/Gbps, whereas the CDR circuitry (PI, PI Decoder, 2:40 Deserializers)
1.28mW Gbps. In the least-consuming PVT corner (VDD=800mV, slow-slow
technology corner, -40◦C), the analog part consumes 0.5mW/Gbps, whereas
the CDR circuitry 0.8mW/Gbps, which gives a total 1.3mW/Gbps.

Example of simulation results for different PD algorithms, different chan-
nels and different DFE settings are reported in Figs. 5.31-5.32. As from plot a),
between our CDR algorithm and a pure Alexander PD [82] (no transition filter-
ing) there is a difference in the clock sampling position of roughly eight steps
(i.e., 25ps). It can be seen from plot b that our PD algorithm is very well settled
with respect to the input data of the sampler, meaning therefore that the clock
as set by the Alexander PD may have a displacement from the correct sampling
position, thus reducing the jitter budget for the PLL. Furthermore, in our algo-
rithm the oscillations of the PI are smaller than when using an Alexander PD
without transition filtering.
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Figure 5.31: a) Phase Interpolator selection code for Alexander PD and for the
PD of this work (Fig.5.9) when using navg = 100. b) Data sampling for even
path in the case of the PD of this work (red dotted lines). Only −h1 spec-
ulative even path is here shown for clarity. The samples chosen among the
two speculative even paths are circled in red: since here −h1 speculative even
path is shown, only samples preceded by a ’1’ are chosen, whereas the others
are taken from +h1 speculative even path (here not shown). Both plots have
been obtained for a template channel consisting of an RC low-pass filter show-
ing 5dB of loss at 5GHz. The peak-to-peak output swing of the transmitter is
380mV. The values used for h1, h2, h3 and h4 are 78mV, 39mV, 20mV and 20mV
respectively and are not optimized to show the robustness of the algorithm
in case of sub-optimal equalization. In both cases, the PI limit cycle has been
obtained from 16µs long simulations as in Fig. 8a, after having removed the
initial transient of the PI code (in these cases, 6µs).
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Figure 5.32: a) Phase Interpolator selection code for the PD of this work
(Fig.5.9) when using navg = 7. b) Data sampling for even path in the case
of the PD of this work (red dotted lines). Both +h1 and −h1 speculative path
are here shown. The samples chosen among the two speculative even paths are
circled in red: when preceded by a ’1’, h1 samples are chosen, whereas the oth-
ers are taken from +h1 speculative even path. The plot has been obtained for
a template channel consisting of an RC low-pass filter showing 10dB of loss at
5GHz. The peak-to-peak output swing of the transmitter is 380mV. The values
used for h1, h2, h3 and h4 are 39mV, 20mV, 0mV and 0mV respectively and are
not optimized to show the robustness of the algorithm in case of sub-optimal
equalization. The PI limit cycle has been obtained from 16µs long simulations
as in Fig. 5.31a), after having removed the initial transient of the PI code (in
these cases, 6µs).
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Figure 5.33: Amplitude of the PI limit cycle for different navg. Two different
pairs of channels and DFE settings have been used. One, 5dB, has the same
channels and DFE settings as in Fig. 5.31, whereas the other, 10dB, has a a
template channel consisting of an RC low-pass filter showing 10dB of loss at
5GHz and the values used for h1, h2, h3 and h4 are 39mV, 20mV, 0mV and 0mV
respectively and are not optimized to show the robustness of the algorithm
in case of sub-optimal equalization. In both cases, the PI limit cycle has been
obtained from 16µs long simulations as in Fig. 5.31a, after having removed the
initial transient of the PI code (in these cases, 6µs).

To further analyze this latter aspect, the limit cycle of the PI code waveform
is plotted vs navg in Fig.5.33: a high number of averages is required by the
Alexander PD w/o transition filtering to keep under control the limit cycle. It
must be noted that our PI algorithm depends on the value of h1 set in the DFE:
if no DFE is applied, our algorithm is equivalent to an Alexander PD with a
transition filtering of three bits. By increasing h1, the sampling time for which
both early and late outputs stay low increases.

Finally, Figs. 5.34-5.38 show the diagram at different point of transceiver,
namely at the output of the transmitter, at the input of the receiver, at the out-
put of the CTLE and at the input of the two speculative samplers. The plots
have been obtained for a template channel consisting of an RC low-pass filter
showing 10dB of loss at 5GHz. The peak-to-peak output swing of the transmit-
ter is 380mV. The values used for h1, h2, h3 and h4 are 78mV, 20mV, 0mV and
0mV respectively

Fig.5.39 show the eye mask in different points of the system with the same
settings as in Fig. 5.31. The channel and DFE settings are the same as Fig.
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Figure 5.34: Eye diagram at the output of the transmitter. In this figure, we see
the typical effect of reflections due to the channel.

5.31. It must be noted that, in order to build the eye mask at the input of the
samplers, one must take the transitions 0 → 1 and 0 → 0 from the positive
speculative sampler (see Fig. 5.37) and the transitions 1 → 0 and 1 → 1 from
the negative speculative sampler (see Fig. 5.38).
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Figure 5.35: Eye diagram at the receiver. From this figure, the low-pass nature
of the channel can be understood.
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Figure 5.36: Eye diagram at the output of the CTLE. As can be seen, the high
and low levels of the eye diagram are now smaller, but also the rise and fall
times are smaller than the ones in Fig. 5.35.
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Figure 5.37: Eye diagram at the input of the positive even speculative sam-
pler. Here a 200ps eye diagram is shown in order to highlight the fact that
the frequency of the clock used to sample this eye is 5GHz. In fact, the only
eye diagram that matters is the one on the right. As said in the text, the only
transitions that matter in this eye diagram are the 0 → 1 and 0 → 0.
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Figure 5.38: Eye diagram at the input of the negative even speculative sam-
pler. Here a 200ps eye diagram is shown in order to highlight the fact that
the frequency of the clock used to sample this eye is 5GHz. In fact, the only
eye diagram that matters is the one on the right. As said in the text, the only
transitions that matter in this eye diagram are the 1 → 0 and 1 → 1.
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Figure 5.39: Eye masks in different points of the signal path for the same chan-
nel and settings as in Fig. 5.31.
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5.4 Conclusions

We have designed a 10Gbps HSSI half-rate receiver with power efficiency aligned
with the state-of-the-art. An original CDR algorithm is proposed that works in
the presence of loop-unrolled DFE with a limited amount of transition filter-
ing, allowing for a large CDR bandwidth. The algorithm is robust and does
not require specific optimization of the DFE taps. The correctness of the pro-
posed algorithm has been verified by simulating a full transceiver architecture
at transistor level with post-layout parasitics. Experimental data on the fabri-
cated system will be available by the end of the year.



Chapter 6

Characterization of the Full
Link

In this chapter we analyze the results of the measurements of InnoTC of
the full link as described in the previous chapters. We will start with a quick
overview of the test-chip, focusing in particular on the high-speed transceiver,
then pass to evaluate the BER of the link and the obtained bathtubs and how
do the two phase detection algorithms described in Chapter 5 perform.

6.1 InnoTC Overview

Fig. 6.1 show the layout of InnoTC along with the bondplan to the package as
realized for the measurements of the high-speed link. The total area of InnoTC
is roughly 9mm2, and on top of it several other circuits have been placed. The
total area of the high-speed interface, including decoupling capacitance, bias
and clock distribution, PRBS generator, PRBS checker and JTAG interface is
roughly 0.5mm2, with the decoupling capacitance occupying almost two thirds
of it. The high-speed interface analyzed here is located in the left-side of the
chip, near to the digital PLL providing the interface with the clock. The DPLL
itself takes the clock from a DCO which is centered around 17.4GHz, tunable
from 16.4GHz to 18.4GHz. The DPLL then divides this clock by a factor of two
and delivers it to the high-speed interface: for this reason, only transmission
speeds between 8.2Gbps and 9.2Gbps are available. Thanks to the division
by two and by four implemented inside our transceiver, also 2.1-3.2Gbps and
4.1-4.6Gbps transmission speed can be tested.

It can be seen from Fig. 6.1 that, as explained in the previous chapter, we
have distinct power domains, two for the transmitter and two for the receiver.
As already stated in Chapter 4, for each one of these power domain two pads
are available on chip, so to reduce the parasitic inductance on the supply by a

131
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Figure 6.1: Bondplan of InnoTC as realized for the measurements of the high-
speed transceiver. The proportions between the link, the bonding and the pack-
age respect the real ones.

factor of 2. The bondwires to the power supplies are roughly 3nm long each, so
that the effective parasitic inductance on each power domain is roughly 1.5nH.
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6.2 InnoTC Measurement Setup

Fig. 6.2 shows the measurement setup used for evaluating the performance of
the transceiver. The chip is bonded to a package and then mounted on a PCB,
called daughterboard. This board is itself mounted on another board, called
daughterboard, which brings four different supplies to the chip: one for 2.5V
digital pads, one core voltage to the digital circuit, one for the DCO and the PLL
and one for the HSIO. This means that all four power domains are connected
together at motherboard level, and separated only at daughterboard level. Two
different versions of the daughterboard have been tried, one with a crystal ref-
erence mounted on top and one with an external clock reference of 200MHz.
Since there was no significant difference between the two in measurements in
loopback mode (to be defined in the next paragraph), only measurements with
an external reference clock will be reported here.

Figure 6.2: Measurement Setup for InnoTC. In the picture, motherboard,
daughterboard and all voltage and current sources are visible, both for JTAG
programming and for performance measurement.

Fig. 6.3 show the connections in order to operate the full link in loopback
mode: the outputs of the transmitter are directly fed into the receiver inputs,
after having passed through a channel composed by roughly 40cm of cables,
a SMB connector and an AC coupler, which mimic the effect of the on-board
capacitance needed to separate the common mode levels of transmitter and re-
ceiver. No S-parameters measurements were performed on this channel, but by
comparing the vertical opening of the eye diagram at the output of the trans-
mitter when fed into the scope with the same channel, a loss of circa 3dB at
2.5GHz can be estimated.
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Figure 6.3: Measurement Setup for the loopback functioning mode, in which
the outputs of the transmitter are directly fed into the receiver inputs of the
same chip after having passed roughly 40cm of cables, a SMB connector and
an AC coupler.

6.3 Full Link Measurements Results

Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain a BER at 9.2Gbps because the PRBS
checker was unable to start at this speed due to a timing issue between the
receiver and the Simplified Timing Shell. This error has already been demon-
strated in simulation and one sample of the chip has already undergone a FIB
to solve this issue. Further measurements will be carried out on this sample to
have the PRBS checker working. Despite this issue, the correctness of the ana-
log design at this speed can be demonstrated with the correct transmission and
reception of a static pattern along with the CDR locking at 1V for both transmit-
ter and receiver supply. By fixing the PI code from the outside and sweeping
it, a range of roughly 15 PI codes (circa 50ps) where the static pattern is cor-
rectly detected can be found, denoting a clean opening of the eye diagram at
the receiver sampler. Tough, it would make little to no sense to draw a bathtub
for such case, since the eye opening strongly depends on the transmitted bits,
therefore the BER at a certain distance from the eye center would also depend
on this.

The aforementioned timing issue doesn’t show up at 4.6Gbps, therefore
BER measurements can be performed. For all the measurements reported in
the figures below, except when differently stated, the settings reported in tab.
6.1 have been used. TX Replicas indicates the number of active replicas at
transmitter side, LDO Current is the bias current fed into the LDO and CTLE
Res and Cap Code are indicating the amount of RC source degeneration in
the CTLE (we preferred to indicate the codes and not the dB of equalization
since these strongly depend on the technology corner for the same settings).
The CDR bandwidth is set thanks the averaging: for a transmission speed of
4.6Gbps, the digital clock has a frequency of 115MHz, therefore an averaging
of 115 has to be set.

Fig. 6.4 shows the bathtub curves for three different VDD, highlighting
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Table 6.1: Settings used for TX-RX loopback measurements.

TX Replicas LDO Current[µA] CTLE Res, Cap Code DFE CDR PD, BW [MHz]
12 32 3, 7 h1=30mV, h2=15mV Alexander, 1

closer bathtub with decreasing supply voltage. This curves have been obtained
with the following method: first of all, we run the link with the CDR enabled
in order to find the PI code at which the CDR settles. Once this has been found,
we sweep all PI codes up to ±16 values away from the center one and we run
the BER counter for 30 seconds. This is enough for finding actual BER up to
10−7, since in 30 seconds we are transmitting circa 1.5 · 1011 bits so for a BER of
10−7 we find roughly 10000 errors. After this sweep has been done, we run the
BER counter for 10 minutes setting the PI code to the values adjacent to those
where we found a BER of 10−7, until we don’t find errors anymore. In fact, in
10 minutes we transmit roughly 3 · 1012 bits, so if we don’t find an error on such
amount of time it’s safe to say that the BER for this PI codes is 10−12 or lower,
and for accurately measuring this BER points one should let the interface run
for several hours for each one of this PI codes. Anyway, as highlighted from
the bathtub curves, in all three cases an open eye diagram is clearly visible at
the input of the receiver sampler. Fig. 6.5 reports the corresponding power
consumption of the whole high-speed link for each power supply value, along
with the power consumed by the single components of the link. For compar-
ison’s sake, in fig. 6.6 we report the power consumption of the whole link for
different power supply values also for 9.2Gbps transmission speed.
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Figure 6.4: Bathtub curves at 4.6Gbps for various VDD in loopback mode.
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Figure 6.5: Power consumption of the whole link for different power supplies
at 4.6Gbps. The power budget for the PI and the digital part (PRBS generator,
PRBS checker, PD and CDR algorithm) are reported under the receiver power
consumption.
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Finally, some measurements have been performed in order to evaluate the
performances of the two implemented phase detection methods, Alexander
and the one proposed in this work. In order to evaluate the two methods, we
run the link with active CDR and active BER, in order to monitor the overall
performance as well. During this run, we read the PI code 200 times and count
the occurrences of each PI code among these 200 reads. The results of these
measurements are reported in figg. 6.7-6.11. Comparing fig. 6.7 and fig. 6.9,
we can say that the two phase detection algorithms perform in a similar way
when using low CDR bandwidth: in fact, both PD settle around three PI codes,
with rare occurrences in two adjacent ones. The only difference is related to
the center PI code at which the CDR settles: without having an eye monitor
before the sampling at receiver side, it’s difficult to say which one of the two is
more centered. Further measurements will be done in order to understand this
point.

When the bandwidth of the CDR increases, then the spread of the PI codes
increases, as shown in fig. 6.9-6.11. This is due to the fact that, when increas-
ing the bandwidth of the CDR, noise at higher frequencies will also be tracked,
whereas at low CDR bandwidth the deterministic jitter seen is the one given by
the CDR limit cycle itself. At the same time, when increasing the CDR band-
width, also the BER was increasing: no error was seen when reading the codes
reported in figg. 6.7-6.9, whereas for figg. 6.9-6.11 we found BER of roughly
10−10 and 10−6, respectively. This is most probably due to the fact that when
going at higher CDR bandwidth, also the number of voting averaging is re-
duced, therefore the outliers are not smoothed out by the voting process. The
fact that the BER is higher for our phase detector than for the Alexander may
indicate that the PI code at which our algorithm settles is not so well centered
as the Alexander one. In order to understand at which bandwidth our algo-
rithm stops to perform well for this settings, different CDR bandwidths have
been tried out: the BER for a CDR bandwidth of 11.5MHz is roughly 10−10, and
as shown in fig. 6.10 the PI codes are not so spread. In fact, as already seen, the
performances of the two PD algorithms should depend on the DFE settings:
the more DFE is used, the more robust our PD algorithm should become and
the less centered the Alexander PD should be. To check this, we should run
our interface when connecting transmitter and receiver with channels where
higher amount of DFE is needed.
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6.4 HSIO Evaluation Board

In order to address the need of channels with higher losses stated at the end
of the previous chapter so to compare the performances of the two phase de-
tection algorithms and to better investigate the equalization capabilities of our
interface, a Printed Circuit Board with several channels on top has been de-
signed and fabricated (fig. 6.12). Another goal of the measurements that will
be performed with this board is to understand the influence of many bad habits
in PCB design (90 degree angles, high speed signals through vias, aggressors
on high speed lines) on the link performance. The channels on this board, if
combined, can combine for a loss up to 20dB at 2.5GHz. The PCB consists of
four layers and its dimensions are 40cmX40cm. The dielectric used is stan-
dard FR-4, which is the material used for typical automotive mass production
applications due to its lower cost.

Figure 6.12: HSIO Evaluation Board.





Conclusions

In this thesis, after having introduced the frame of high-speed serial interfaces
for chip-to-chip communication, we have presented the whole design flow of
a 10Gbps transceiver, from system level analysis to transistor level and layout
implementation. Finally, the whole transceiver has been characterized through
measurements.

We started by showing procedures to define an equalization strategy at the
transmitter and to evaluate its effect on the transmitted data, moving then to
the transistor level design of the transmitter architecture supporting such a FFE
scheme. The transmitter has been designed with a voltage-mode driver in or-
der to save power and features FFE with 8 taps (one pre-cursor, main tap and
six post-cursor taps), programmable with 16 levels. The whole architecture is
divided into two power domains and the driver is supplied by an LDO with a
selectable output voltage among eight different values, giving an eye diagram
peak-to-peak differential height that can be tuned from 250mV to 380mV in
nominal PVT conditions (VDD=900mV, typical technology corner, 25◦C). With
a decoupling capacitance of 50pF for each power domain, the transmitter is
correctly operating over a broad range of VDD (from 800mV to 1.05V), technol-
ogy corners (all possible combinations of slow, typical and fast technological
corners) and temperature (from -40◦C to 175◦C).

The functioning of the transmitter has been demonstrated with transistor
level simulations and with measurements performed on two separated test-
chips. On the transmitter placed on the second test-chip, a whole characteri-
zation has been carried out. Moreover, an extended analysis on the effect of
parasitic inductance on VDD and VSS domains has been illustrated, highlight-
ing the necessity to keep the values of these inductances under control in the
chip-bonding process.

We have then focused our attention on the design of the receiver, starting
from a system level analysis aiming at understanding the inter-dependence be-
tween half-rate architecture, loop-unrolled DFE and CDR. To do so, we have
built a Simulink model. We have then proposed a novel phase detection algo-
rithm dedicated to CDR in systems with DFE and validated it using the afore-
mentioned Simulink model.

The receiver architecture features a source-degenerated differential pair CTLE
programmable in the source resistance (2 bits), source capacitance (3 bits) and
biasing current (4 bits). Also the operating point of this CTLE can be tuned (3
bits) to find the optimal value depending on the PVT conditions and the trans-
mitted eye opening. The CTLE can boost the frequency components around
Nyquist (5GHz) of the transmitted bits up to 10dB with respect to low-frequency
ones. The receiver features also a 4 post-cursor taps DFE, the first one being
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loop-unrolled. The current in the main tap of the summers can be trimmed
with 16 levels, and so does the current flowing in the DFE taps. The drain re-
sistances of the main summer feature 8 different trimmable levels, so that the
finest DFE correction that can be programmed is 6mV. Also the receiver is di-
vided into two power domains. With a decoupling capacitance of 50pF for each
power domain, simulations show that the receiver is correctly operating over
a broad range of VDD (from 800mV to 1.05V), technology corners (all possible
combinations of slow, typical and fast technological corners) and temperature
(from -40◦C to 175◦C).

The functioning of the receiver and its integration with the already taped-
out transmitter has then been demonstrated with transistor level and mixed-
signal simulations, including also the digital part of the transceiver. These sim-
ulations show that the proposed phase detection algorithm is suited in case of
low-quality crystals for frequency generation (100ppm or above). Both trans-
mitter and receiver are also capable of working at three different transmission
speeds: 2.5Gbps, 5Gbps and 10Gbps.

Simulated data point out a power consumption of 22.5mW in the least con-
suming corner for the transmitter, corresponding to an efficiency of 2.25 pJ/bit,
in line with the state-of-the-art in the literature. As for the receiver, the power
consumption is 20.5mW in nominal PVT conditions (VDD=900mV, typical tech-
nology corner, 25◦C), corresponding to a power efficiency of 2.05pJ/bit. The
analog part of the receiver (bias distribution, CTLE, DFE, summers, compara-
tors) consumes 0.77mW/Gbps, whereas the CDR circuitry (PI, PI Decoder, 2:40
Deserializers) 1.28mW Gbps. In the least-consuming PVT corner (VDD=800mV,
slow-slow technology corner, -40◦C), the analog part consumes 0.5mW/Gbps,
whereas the CDR circuitry 0.8mW/Gbps, which gives a total 1.3mW/Gbps.

Finally, the functioning of the whole transceiver has been demonstrated
with measurements. A static pattern in loopback mode at 9.2Gbps with settling
CDR has been demonstrated. A whole characterization of the link at 4.6Gbps in
loopback mode has been carried out, highlighting BER lower than 10−12 and
good agreement between simulations and measurements in terms of power
consumption. An in depth analysis of the performance of the two phase de-
tection algorithms has just started and the first results are already available in
this thesis. In the next steps, more measurements will be performed using as a
channel different traces placed on an already designed and produced Printed
Circuit Board.
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